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SOME APPLICATIONS OF TREE-LIMITS TO GROUPS. PART 1

KENNETH HICKIN

Abstract. Sharper applications to group theory are given of an elegant construction

— the "tree-limit"—which S. Shelah circulated as a preprint in 1977 and used to

obtain oo-u-enlargements to power 2" of certain countable homogeneous groups and

skew fields. In this paper we enlarge the class of groups to which this construction

can be interestingly applied and we obtain permutation representations of countable

degree of the tree-limit groups; we obtain uncountable subgroup-incomparability for

enlargements of countable existentially closed groups and even in nonhomogeneous

cases we obtain the very strong "archetypal direct limit property" (which implies

oo-(o-equivalence (see (1.0)) of the permutation representations). We are able to

control the permutation representations which get stretched by the tree-limit by

varying the point-stabilizer subgroups (see (5.5)). In particular we can archetypally

stretch in 2" subgroup-incomparable ways any homogeneous permutation represen-

tation of a countable locally finite group in which every finite subgroup has infinitely

many regular orbits (Theorem 4). We discuss cases where tree-limits are subgroups

of inverse limits.

1. Orientation and results. Here we give a number of new group-theoretical

applications of an elegant construction of S. Shelah [11] which we call the " tree-limit"

construction. This construction was circulated in preprint form in 1977 by Shelah (in

fact, the present author had to decline an offer of coauthorship at that time). The

version [3] is formally quite different from Shelah's original presentation which we

have chosen to follow because of its naturalness. The progress we have made comes

mainly from the special types of amalgamations we use which provide an easy way

to verify Shelah's "crucial lemma" giving the tree limit group power 2" and which

also provide a way of obtaining an embedding of the tree-limit group in Sym(w). We

are also able to relax the requirement of homogeneity on the groups which get

enlarged by the tree-limit by making use of special properties of wreath products.

We also formulate and study the countable direct limit property which the tree-limit

group often satisfies. This, we feel, is of such interest that it merits some new

terminology.

(1.0) Definition. Suppose G is a countable group and H is a group. We say that

H is an archetypal limit of G iff H = \J{FS \s e P(I)} where P(I) is the set of

finite subsets of /, Fs is finitely generated for all s e P(I), s ç t e P(I) implies

Fs c F„ and there exists S Q I with |S| = w such that, for all S çTç I with

\T\ = us, we have

FT = (J{Fs\seP{T)} = G.
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If p: G -» Sym(w) and t: H -* Sym(w) are representations, we say that (w, r(H))

is an archetypal limit of (u, p(G)) provided every (u, t(Ft)) as above is isomorphic

to (w, p(G)) as a permutation group.

Every archetypal limit of G is obviously oo-w-equivalent to G since it has a closed,

unbounded set of countable subgroups isomorphic to G. All of the archetypal limits

we produce from tree-limits have an even stronger property built into them, namely

For every countable Toi with T d S there is a decomposi-

tion T = [J t„ where /„ c tn+x are finite such that for all T,
(*) 71<Efc>

V there is an isomorphism a: FT -* Fr such that a(Ft ) = Ft,

for all n < w.

This property is satisfied whenever the special wreath product amalgamations are

used to construct the tree-limit and in some other cases as well (see (4.0) ff.). These

special amalgamations provide conjugating elements (in the base groups) which

construct the amalgams and define the direct limit isomorphisms a of (*). This

technique is given in §4. Of special interest is the fact that all isomorphisms a in (*)

are permutation group isomorphisms in our applications. Using the wreath

amalgamations mentioned above we are also able to obtain sharper results on

isomorphism-types. Our first two theorems illustrate all these points.

Theorem 1. Suppose G is a countable existentially closed group. Then there exists

an isomorphism p: G -* Sym(w) and 2" groups Ga (a < 2U) and isomorphism pa:

Ga -> Sym(w) such that

(0 icy = 2-,
(ii) («, pa{Ga)) is an archetypal limit of (<o, p(G)),

(iii) If a =£ ß < 2", then Ga and Gß do not have isomorphic uncountable subgroups.

The subgroup-incomparability property (iii) above has only been established

previously for locally finite groups [5, 3, 14]. However, in [13] Shelah proved (among

many other things) that if G is a countable e.c. group then no group of power ux is

embedded in every uncountable e.c. group having the same skeleton as G. Of course,

this is an easy consequence of (iii). Because of a seeming technical hang-up, we are at

present still unable to extend the subgroup-incomparability property to torsion-free

groups (see the Remark after (5.5)).

In Theorem 2 we duplicate Theorem 1 for a large class of groups containing all of

those dealt with by Thomas [14]. First we define the wreath products that we need. If

A and B are groups then the unrestricted wreath product B WR A = BAA is the

semidirect product of the Cartesian power BA by A where A acts on functions

/e BA by right translations of their domain, that is, if c, a e A, then f(c) =

f(ca'1). The restricted wreath product B wr A is the subgroup of B WR A = BAA

generated by A and the direct product B(A) (the functions with finite support). Thus

B wr A = (B, A) if we identify B <z B m A with the 1-coordinate subgroup of

B(A). Finally, if A0 c A we define B wr (A0, A) to be the subgroup (D, A) c B

WR A = BAA where D c BA is the diagonal of B over A0, that is, D = { fb \ b e B )
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where

[1    ifaí^o

>»<">■-{*    if a,A,       <"e^

Thus A0 centrahzes D since a & A0 acts on fb e D by permuting the ^-coordi-

nates among themselves.

Theorem 2. Suppose G is a countable group such that for all finitely generated

A0 c A c G there are infinitely many n < <o such that Z„ wr (v40, ̂ 4) w embeddable in

G over A. Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold for G.

If G is existentially closed in the class of locally finite-solvable w-groups, these

tree-limit enlargements have properties similar to the oo-«-enlargements constructed

by Thomas—they have chief series with countably many jumps. Thomas' enlarge-

ments are also complete (assuming <^>). Shelah once conjectured that the tree-limit

group can be made complete by making suitably rigid amalgamations in the

tree-limit system, but this remains a very speculative matter. The subgroup-incom-

parability property is of particular interest because it is stronger than can be

obtained using logical stability theory. The previously known cases of subgroup-

incomparability (which are all locally finite) satisfy an even stronger incomparabil-

ity, namely, among uncountable subgroups of a given group [5, 0.3; 14, Theorem 2].

For an existentially closed group such internal incomparability is impossible since

many centralizers in e.c. groups contain themselves properly. Stability theory has

been applied to e.c. groups by making use of Ziegler's "homogeneous limit"

construction [12]; and an elementary construction of the maximum number of

nonembeddable e.c. groups (with given skeleton) in power ux is given in [6, Theorem

2]. Not every countable e.c. group satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2, but to prove

this would require difficult recursion theory.

The simplest types of groups to which we can apply Theorem 2 are iterated wreath

products of finite groups with top group embeddings:

G= • • • A3 wr {A2 wr Ax)

where the A¡ are finite groups of unbounded exponent. In this situation all of the

tree-limit groups are contained in the inverse limit group of the system having the

base groups as kernels and can be endowed with finite orbits on w (see (5.11)). In

the special case A¡ = Zp_ where p¡ (i < u) are distinct primes, G has the property

that all of its maximal p-subgroups are finite. Let x he the class of all such locally

finite groups. Baer showed that every countable locally solvable x-group which is

embedded properly in itself can be enlarged to an oo-«-equivalent group of power

«! (in one way) [1]. We cannot even come close to applying tree-limits to every

group which Baer's theorem enlarges, but at least Theorem 2 does give dramatic

information in the case of the wreath products above. Thus we are left with many

interesting spectrum problems in power 2". Indeed 2" is the maximum possible

power for a x-group- ln the locally solvable case this is easy because every

composition factor of such a group is cyclic and there can be only finitely many for
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a given prime—and so the result follows from [2, Theorem 1]. We have been unable

to determine if some group of the form G = ■ ■ • A3 wr (A2 wr Ax) (Ak finite) can

have an oo-co-enlargement beyond 2", but this seems unlikely.

In all cases of Theorems 1 and 2 the tree-limit groups Ga are contained in

iT\^=xGn)/(L^=xGn) (the cartesian product modulo the direct product) where G =

\J^-xGn, G„ c G„+1, G„ finitely generated, is the decomposition of G used to

construct the tree-limit system (see §2)). (In fact this is true for all tree-limits

constructed from the skeleton of any countable model and is the sharp form that the

varietal property of a direct limit takes in the case of a tree-limit.)

The tree-limits Ga of Theorems 1 and 2 have representations in Sym( to) which are

constructed in a canonical way given in Lemma 3. These natural representations

usually have infinitely many orbits on to (see Lemma 3). However, the special

situation in which we can obtain the archetypal limit property (see (4.0)) also permits

us to obtain transitive representations p either by making the orbits of p faithful (see

(4.0)) or by prescribing the stabilizer subgroup H c G beforehand and constructing

p to be the regular representation of G on the right cosets of H (see (5.5)). These

considerations give

Theorem 2*. In Theorems 1 and 2 we can arrange for the representation p:

G -» Sym( to) to be transitive.

It is of considerable interest to see how Theorem 2* can be strengthened in the

following special cases:

(a) G = U = the countable universal locally finite group;

(b) G = Ep = the unique countable existentially closed locally finite p-group (for

any prime p) [8-10]; and

(c) G is a countable existentially closed group.

Two types of improvement in Theorem 2* are possible. We can obtain 2"

inequivalent representations p for which the theorem holds, and we can try to make

p(G) act highly transitively or homogeneously on to. In all of the above cases it is

possible to obtain 2" inequivalent transitive representations p: G -* Sym(to) in

which point-stabilizers are isomorphic to G and which satisfy Theorem 2*—that is,

each of which gets archetypally stretched to power 2" in 2W drastically different ways

by tree-limits. The proofs of this rely on the technique mentioned above of

constructing many different "canonical" point-stabilizer subgroups H—since any

canonical subgroup can serve as the point-stabilizer in transitive tree-limit represen-

tations (see (5.5)). For (b) we can use the result [9, 3.1, 3.2] to distinguish the H by

the order-partition of the jumps which H creates in the unique chief series of Ep,

while for (a) and (c) we can construct H so that the lattice of subgroups between H

and G is totally ordered and has a specified order-type. In these proofs we cannot

assert any more than transitivity of p(G) on to and we do not obtain many primitive

representations with point-stabihzers = G by these methods. Indeed, in the case

G = Ep, there are no maximals (a maximal would have index p and hence

contradict existential closure of Ep).
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In the case G = U we can give the representation p: U -» Sym(to) a very strong

homogeneity property (implying high transitivity) introduced by Kegel [7] (see

Proposition 1.5)—however, it is unknown if U has more than one such representa-

tion. In the case (c) above we can obtain 2" highly transtive representations p:

G -» Sym(to) with nonembeddable point-stabilizers each of which can be used in

Theorem 2*. We summarize these results in the following theorems.

Theorem 3. There exist 2" nonisomorphic transitive, faithful representations rß.

E -» Sym(co) (ß < 2") in which point-stabilizers are isomorphic to Ep and such that

the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold for each rß = p with G = Ep. Further an identical

result holds with G = U or G = any countable existentially closed group (in place of

Theorem 1*. Suppose G is a countable existentially closed group. Then there exist

2" isomorphisms rß: G -» Sym(to) (ß < 2") such that rß(G) is highly transitive on to,

distinct representations have nonembeddable point-stabilizer subgroups, and the conclu-

sions of Theorem 1 hold for each rß = p (ß < 2U).

(For the homogeneous representation of U see Proposition 1.5.)

Finally, we note that in the situation G= •••^43wr(J42wr^1)(^n finite and

unbounded) we can obtain 2a natural representations -rß: G -» Sym(to) having all

their orbits finite and such that every rß = p satisfies Theorem 1. We leave the

statement of this for later (see (5.11)). In this situation the tree-limit groups are

(permutationally) subgroups of the Cartesian product of the top groups (in fact, as

already mentioned, they he in the inverse limit of them). One can also obtain many

transitive representations of G in this case. Without the unboundedness assumption

we can only obtain a single archetypal enlargement of G (see Corollary 4).

We mention here certain groups which cannot be enlarged by tree-limits or by any

other means. One example of such a group is G = (Zp wr Zp) wr Zp ■ ■ • . One can

show for this and for similar groups of finitary permutations that, if every countable

subgroup of a group H is contained in a subgroup isomorphic to G, then H = G.

(The key to the proof is the observation that for all 1 # g e G, the action of G on

the conjugacy class Con(g) of g consists of finitary permutations of Con(g); then,

combining this with the fact that the centralizer Cc(gG) has the maximum condition

on subgroups normal in G, allows one to prove that, for any 1 =7 g e H as above,

both CH(gH) and H/CH(gH) are countable.) In fact the above fact extends to

groups G which are finite subdirect products of groups such as (Ax wr A2) wr • • • .

(These and other properties of finitary permutation groups are the subject of

ongoing work with R. E. Phillips and Jon Hall.) A similar observation applies to the

countable alternating group G; this follows from a recent result of Jon Hall [15].

Our remaining theorems give some specific applications of tree-limits to permuta-

tion representations. These applications were inspired by [7] in which Kegel con-

structed a homogeneous representation (see below) of the countable universal locally

finite group. We have called the key concept involved in this "relative homogeneity"

and initiated its study in [4] (where Theorem 4 below was announced). It involves a
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strengthening of high transitivity to a condition of saturation on centralizers of f.g.

subgroups (see below). This concept is usefully combined with that of sharpness (due

to Peter Neumann) which is defined as follows: the permutation group (X, G) is

sharp iff every WgeG moves all but finitely many elements of X.

Before stating Theorem 4 we must define and discuss relative homogeneity.

The permutational skeleton skel(X, G) of a permutation group (X, G) is the set of

all permutation group isomorphism-types (Y, H) where H is a finitely generated

subgroup of G and Y consists of finitely many orbits of H on X. (We expressly

allow Y = 0 in this definition because failure to do so would have an awkward

consequence below.)

The centrahzer of H in G is CC(H). We call G c Sym(Z) relatively homogeneous

if for every (Yx, H), (Y2, H) g skel(X, G) and permutation isomorphism /: {Yx, H)

-* {Y2, H) with f{h) = h {h g H), there exists g g CC(H) such that f(y) = g(y)

for ail y G Yx. This implies that G is highly transitive on X by taking H = 1.

If G c Syn^X) is relatively homogeneous and if /: (Yx, Hx) -* (Y2, H2) is any

permutation group isomorphism of members of skel(Z, G) such that there exists

x g G such that f(h) = xhx'1 for all h e Hx then we can find g G G which

induces / (that is, f(y) = g(y) (y g Yx) and f(h) = ghg'1 (h £ Hx)) by complet-

ing the diagram

(YX,HX) I {Y2,H2)

(jc-Hii),^)

using relative homogeneity to obtain z G G and defining g = xz. This is the reason

for the terminology.

In Kegel [7] homogeneity of G c Sym(Ar) is defined by demanding that every

isomorphism /: (Yx, Hx) -* (Y2, H2) between members of skél(X,G) be induced by

some element cf G. This means simply that G is relatively homogeneous as a

permutation group and inner homogeneous as a group (that is, every isomorphism of

f.g. subgroups of G is induced by conjugation in G). However, if we had defined

skel^G) by disallowing (</>, H) (the group-theoretic skeleton) then Kegel's homo-

geneity would not obviously imply that G is inner-homogeneous since we might have

isomorphic f.g. subgroups of G which need not be conjugate because none of their

orbits are isomorphic. (I do not know if such representations exist.)

An important fact noted by Kegel is that any two countable permutation groups

which are homogeneous (that is, relatively and inner homogeneous) and have the

same permutational skeleton are isomorphic as permutation groups. This is proved

with the usual back-and-forth construction with homogeneous models.

As an example let P be the group of finitary permutations of to and suppose

P c G c Sym(to) and that G is locally finite. Then G is relatively homogeneous

because every permutation isomorphism f:(Yx,H)-*(Y2,H) can be extended to a

finitary permutation which centralizes H by completing the cycles of iT-orbits that /

has on Yx U Y2 and fixing all other elements.
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One interesting property of homogeneity is

Suppose G c Sym(Jf) is relatively homogeneous and G is

,     . inner homogeneous. Then for all finite S c X the stabilizer

' subgroup  Gs = {g G G|g(í) = s  for all  s g S)  is inner

homogeneous also.

Proof. Suppose cp: A -» B is an isomorphism of two f.g. subgroups of Gs. Let

S = {xx,...,xn}. We first induce <p from A to B by an element h G G using inner

homogeneity of G and then we follow this by an element g g CC(B) which returns

h{xx),..., h(xn) to xx,..., x„ (using relative homogeneity) to obtain gh G Gs which

induces <p.   D

Thus, if G c Syn^X) is homogeneous and Gs has the same group skeleton (f.g.

subgroups) as G then G = Gs. Notice that, regardless of what the group skeleton of

Gs might be, the fact that (X - S,GS) is relatively homogeneous follows from

relative homogeneity of (X, G) since S is finite.

Since Kegel's construction of a relatively homogeneous representation of U

permits the inclusion of more orbits at each step, every stabilizer Us is easily made

to contain every finite group, implying U = Us. (In fact there is only one known

relatively homogeneous representation for U—namely, that having a universal

skeleton.) In particular this gives

The countable universal locally finite group U has a maximal

(1.2) subgroup  M  such  that,  for  all   ux,...,u„& U,   M"1 n

••• riM"-= U.

To prove this we take M = a point-stabilizer Ux in the above representation. Such

maximals (and representations) occur for many nonlocally finite homogeneous

groups as well. This property seems interesting because I cannot in any situation see

how to construct such a maximal internally using amalgamations because the

subgroup cannot be kept proper even in situations where Britton's Lemma is

available.

We next consider the concept of sharpness which was defined above.

,     >. A locally finite G c Syn^Z) is sharp if and only if every

finite A c G has only finitely many irregular orbits on X.

Proof. ( <= ) Clear.

( => ) Suppose A c G has infinitely many irregular orbits X¡ (i > 1). Then for each

/ > 1 we can find some 1 =7 a,; G A and x G X¡ such that û,(*,) = x¡. Since A is

finite, infinitely many a,'s must be equal and this contradicts sharpness.   D

We also note

If G c Sym(to) is locally finite, sharp and highly transitive,

(1.4) then G has infinitely many conjugacy classes of elements of

all orders > 1.

Proof. Let n > 1 be given. Using high transitivity we can find elements x¡ G G

such that \x¡\ = n and jc, leaves fixed at least i elements of to. If G had finitely

many conjugacy classes of elements of order n, then infinitely many of the x¡ would

be conjugate in G and this would contradict sharpness.   D
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Thus U cannot have a sharp and highly transitive representation.

It turns out that Kegel's representation of U is ideally suited to the tree-limit

construction—in fact, this was the way the permutation representation of "canoni-

cal" tree-limits was discovered.

The following result generalizes both the enlarging of Kegel's representation of U

and the result announced in [4] on sharp, relatively homogeneous locally finite

groups.

Theorem 4. Suppose (u,G) is a countable, relatively homogeneous, locally finite

permutation group such that every finite subgroup of G has infinitely many regular

orbits on to. Then there exist permutation groups (u,Ga) (a < 2a) with \Ga\ = 2a such

that

(i) (to, Ga) is an archetypal limit of (to, G),

(ii) If a =7 ß, then Ga and Gß do not have isomorphic uncountable subgroups.

In Theorem 4, if (to, G) is sharp, then obviously every (u, Ga) is also sharp. In [4]

it was shown that 2" countable, sharp, relatively homogeneous locally finite groups

exist and that all sharp representations of most countable locally finite groups are

contained in sharp and relatively homogeneous ones (on the same set).

As mentioned above, we have as a corollary to Theorem 4

(1.5) Proposition. There exists a relatively homogeneous representation p: U -*

Sym(to) of the countable universal locally finite group U and 2U subgroups Ua c

Sym(to) (a < 2") with \Ua\ = 2U such that

(i) (to, £/„) is an archetypal limit of (u>,p(U)),

(ii) If a =7 ß, then Ua and Uß do not have isomorphic uncountable subgroups.

The representation of U involved in (1.5) is that with a universal skeleton. As

mentioned before, it is unknown if this is the only relatively homogeneous represen-

tation of U.

In §§2 and 3 we present the tree-limit construction in the manner of Shelah [11]

(but with more verbosity) and give our innovation in the amalgamations which

yields permutation representations in Sym(to) of the tree-limit groups. In §4 we give

our method of obtaining the archetypal limit property of the tree-limit group in the

absence of homogeneity and prove Theorem 4. We prove Theorems 1, 2, 2*, and 3 in

§5. In §6 we give the proof of Theorem 1*, which is distinctively combinatorial, and

we state some further results to be proved in a sequel to this paper.

According to a suggestion of the referee we will outline the key components of the

proofs. Special tree-limit systems 7A and their tree-limit groups Gy are defined and

discussed in Lemmas 1 and 2. Special permutation representations of Gy in Sym(to)

are constructed in Lemma 3. Some small technical lemmas follow (Descendence,

Unique Ancestry, Ancestral Relations, and Branching) which are needed mainly for

the proof of the Spectrum Lemma (3.11). The Spectrum Lemma gives algebraic

conditions in the construction of 2" special tree-limit systems sufficient to guarantee

that the resulting tree-limit groups do not possess isomorphic uncountable sub-

groups. (The condition we use here is implicit in Shelah [11].) In our applications the
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Spectrum Lemma is coupled with two other results which give further properties to

the 2" systems constructed by a single application of the Spectrum Lemma and their

tree-limit groups. The Archetypal Limit Theorem (4.0) gives conditions in construct-

ing the special permutation representations of Lemma 3 of Gy.c Sym(to) so that Gy

has the archetypal limit property (with respect to a special countable subgroup of

itself corresponding to the direct union of the system St" itself). This is all the

machinery needed to prove Theorem 4 since the countable representation to be

archetypally stretched in many different ways is given beforehand. The Stabilizer

Theorem (5.5) is needed for our other applications because it shows how a permuta-

tion representation suitable for use in the Archetypal Limit Theorem can be

obtained by constructing its point-stabilizer subgroup. This stabilizer subgroup can

be kept fixed during the construction of the 2" systems of the Spectrum Lemma,

thus yielding many different archetypal blow-ups of the same countable representa-

tion of a great many countable groups. The representations can be controlled by

varying or enriching the point-stabilizer subgroups. We meet the hypotheses of the

Spectrum Lemma in the above context by using special wreath products. The

necessary properties of the subgroups so constructed can then be transferred to e.c.

groups. In e.c. groups it is further possible to enrich the point-stabilizer subgroups to

obtain Theorem 1* as well as an exotic recursion-theoretic type of permutation

group homogeneity (see §6).

We close this introduction with a simple example of a tree-limit (due to Shelah).

Let T be the simple tree defined in the first paragraph of §2 below. Let F be the

free abelian group with generators Çk (k odd). These are the vertices at which

branchings occur in T. Let Fu be the free abelian group with generators Tu (the

infinite paths through T). We obtain a torsion-free class 2 nilpotent group G = (Fu)

such that F = ÇG (the center of G) by defining [a,ß] = a A ß for all a, ß g Ta

where a A ß — fk is the vertex where a and ß branch away from each other. We

have \G\ = 2" and G has the property that every abelian subgroup of G is countable.

It would be interesting to know if many nonisomorphic, nonembeddable, or even

subgroup-incomparable such G exist, but we do not have the answers to any of these

questions.

2. The tree-limit system. First we define the simple type of tree T involved in the

construction.

We let T = U{Tk\k > 0} where Tk Q {0,1}* = {ex ■ ■ ■ ek\e,, = 0 or 1 (1 < i <

k)) subject to the conditions

(i)T0= 0,T1 = {O),

(ü) If k is even, then Tk+X = {oO \ a g Tk ),

(iii) If k is odd, then there exists f k g Tk such that

Tk+1 = {o0\o e Tk-{Sk}} uUfrte),

(iv) For all a g Tk (k > 0) there exists n > k such that n is odd and a is an

initial segment of f„.

Thus T is a tree with to finite levels having unique successors except at odd levels

where a single binary branching occurs.
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Condition (iv) guarantees that Ta = {(e¡)flx |e, • ■ • ek G Tk {k > 1)} has power

2".

If a, ß g T U Ta and a is an initial segment of ß, we write a < ß.

H X ç(J{T„\n > k} U Ta,we define X\ k = {a g Tk \a < x for some x g Z}.

If k < n, we define Mp(k,n)= {f: S -> T„\S ç Tk and a </(a) for ail a eS).

If A: is even then Mp(k, k + 1) has a unique maximum member which we denote fk,

that is, fk(a) = ooO for all a G Tt. If A: is odd then Mp(k, k + 1) has two maximal

members which we denote fk and fk\ that is, fk(a) - aO for all a G Tí. and

/«O    if a G T,-{£,},

We put Mp = U{Afp(A., «)|A: <«<«}.

(2.0) Definition. A T-limit system 7A= {Gs,<pf) is a collection of groups Gs

(S Q Tk,k < to) and isomorphisms yf: Gs -» G/(S) (5 çft, /g Mp(k,n) for

some « > k with dom(/) = S) such that T satisfies (i)-(iv) and

(v) G0 = 1 and qpls = lCj,

(vi) If m ç v ç rft) then G„ C G,,,

(vü) 9f°<Pg = <p/og whenever dom(/) ç range(g) (/, g g Mp),

(viii) / ç g implies <pf ç <pg (/, g g Mp).

If A. is even, put <pfk = <pk; if k is odd, put <p^ = <p't (/ = 0,1). We call <p°k and c^k

the branching isomorphisms at level A:. We also put Gk = GT.

A T-limit system SA will be called regular provided

(ix) Every Gs is finitely generated,

(x) If k is odd and ¡fi, fkleSç Tk+1, then

Gs= Wl{Gs\k)><p\(GsU)),

(xi) For all k < to and / g Mp(A., /c + 1) <pf is surjective except possibly when k

is even and / = fk.

Conditions (x) and (xi) specify precisely how enlargements occur in the T-limit

system. Namely, at each even level k, the embedding <pk of Gk into Gk+X can be

proper. This allows us to copy the skeleton of any countable group into the tree-limit

in a game-theoretic way. While at odd levels k, condition (x) together with (viii) say

that Gk+X is generated by a symmetrical amalgam, the two factors of which are the

images of Gk under the branching isomorphisms. If k is odd and f k g S ç Tk we

put S* = S - {$k}. By (viii) fk and fkl agree on G£ = Gr.; indeed the factors

<P°k{Gk) and (p\(Gk) are isomorphic over <(G¿) = <¿k(GZ) = çyCGj?) (where /:

Tk* -* Tk+X, / G Afp) which may or may not be their intersection. Likewise, if k is

odd and Sk g 5 ç Tk, then Gs+= <<p°,(Gs), <,4(GS)> c Gk+1 where S+=fk\S) U
/¿(S) is the join of a "symmetrical subamalgam" of <p°(Gfc) U <fik(Gk) since <p° and

tp1,. agree on Gs*.

In all of our applications the T-limit system will be regular although many

properties of the tree-limit group (see §3) do not depend on this.
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Finally we give the condition which will guarantee that the tree-limit group has

power 2". This is identical to the condition used by Shelah in [11].

For all A; < to and a G Tk, there exists xa G G{a) such that

(xii) xa£ GTk_{a)  and, for all a^ß^T, <pf(xa) = xß where

f={i«!ß)}.
The following condition, which all of our amalgamations will satisfy, will be helpful

in verifying (xii).

(Canonical Amalgamation) If k is odd there is a homomor-

(xiii) phism h:  (<p°k(Gk), <p\(Gk)) -* Gk such that  h(<p0k(g)) =

A(9t(g» = g for all g G Gk.

Actually, the tree-limit group will have power 2" under the weaker hypothesis that

xa =£ xß for all a ¥= ß G Tk (in place of xa £ Grt_,a}) in (xii), but our canonical

amalgamations permit us to obtain Shelah's (xii).

Lemma 1. The following choices (1) and (2) inductively determine a unique regular

T-limit system $"= {Gs, <fy}:

(1) Ifk is even and Gk is given, we choose a finitely generated group Gk+X D Gk,

(2) If k is odd and Gk is given as well as G* = A c Gk, we choose a group

(Gk,y{Gk)) = Gk+X where y is an isomorphism such that y{a) = a{a G A).

If (2) is replaced by (2)*, then the T-limit system S" also satisfies conditions (xii) and

(xiii):

(2*) Gx =7 1 and if k is odd and Gk is given as well as G£ = A c Gk and some

x,. g Gt. — Awe choose a group (Gk, yk(Gk)) = Gk+X as above such that xk =7 yk(xk)

and there exists a homomorphism hk: Gk+X -> Gk, such that hk(g) = hk(yk(g)) = g

ig e Gk).

(2.1) Definition. We call a T-limit system constructed from choices (1) and (2*)

as specified in Lemma 1 a canonical T-limit system. Note that if SA is canonical, then

Gk c Gk+X and (xii) and (xiii) are satisfied by SA. In a canonical T-limit system we

call the {hk} canonicalhomomorphisms.

Thus, Definition (2.1) declares any T-limit system constructed as described in the

proof of Lemma 1 (using (2*)) to be a canonical T-limit system. To construct a

canonical T-limit system we must satisfy (2*) for a particular choice of x^ at each

odd level k determined inductively in the proof of Lemma 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. Put Mp{n) = U{ Mp{k, n) | k < n }. We need only verify the

lemma for a canonical T-limit system using (2*). We assume the T-limit system is

constructed up to level k. If k is even, /g Mp(k) and /+G Mp(k + 1) with

dom(/) = dom(/+) we define <Pf+= lc « <fy and G^ (S) = Gs for all proper S ç. Tk.

If k is odd, then we define Gk+X = (G*k,y(Gk)), <pf = 1Cm, <p\ = y. If £fc É S Ç T*

and / g Mp(A:, k + 1) with dom(/) = S, then <pf = lCs; if fteSc Tk, define

Çs+= {Gs,y(Gs)). If /^G Mp{k) we can "extend" / in one or two ways to

g g Mp(k + 1) with the same domain as / depending on whether f¡. £ range(/) or

Çk G range(/). In all cases the definition of <pg is the obvious composition and the

axioms for a regular T-limit system are easily checked up to level k + 1. Obviously
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condition (xiii) is met since it is part of the assumption (2*). So we need only verify

(xii). We construct the elements xa {a g T) inductively. Pick 1 + x0 G Gx recalling

that Tx = {0}. Assume that xa (a g Tx U • • • UTk) have been chosen for some

k > 1 and that (xiii) is satisfied. If k is even and a g Tk we define xa0 = xa. Since

q>y = lc and Gf{S) = Gs if S ç Tk, S + Tk, (xü) is still satisfied. If k is odd and

a g Tk, a + Çk, we define xa0 = xa; and we define xt 0 = xr (= <p°(x¿. )) and

xitj = y(x?t) (= qp^x^)). Now we finish specifying the inductive use of (2*) by

putting x = xk = x¡k<EGk- Gj?. Thus x{kl = ^(x^) = y(x) iCt = (¡»¿(GJ =

^7*+i-{?i) because if "K*) = 8 e ^/t> then applying the canonical homomorphism

h would give x = g, contradicting (2*). For the same reason we also have xt 0 = x

£ Y(Gt.) = Grt+i_{!.i0j. Now suppose a e. Tk — {f^j. Thus xa0 = xa and we must

check that xa <£ Gr4+i_{a0} = Gs+ (where S = Tk - {a}) = (Gs,y(Gs)>. But this

also follows by applying h since h(xa) = xa <£ Gs = h((Gs,y(Gs))). Thus (xü) is

established at level k + 1.

3. The tree-limit group.

Lemma 2. Suppose 77= {Gs,cpf} is a T-limit system.

(A) A group Gy, is obtained as a direct limit of groups {Gs\s g P(TU)} with maps

{<p(s,t)\s ç t g P(TJ) as follows:

(a) If s g P(TU), then Gs is the direct limit of the groups {Gs\ \j < k < u)

where j is minimal such that \s\ = \s\k\ with embeddings <p/. Gs¡ -* Gs¡ {j < k < n)

where f: s \k -> s | „, / G Mp(k, n) (this fis unique),

(b) // s ç t G P(TU), then the embedding <p(s, t): Gs -* Gt is defined by the

commuting diagram

n

G<U    -

where f(k) and h(k) are the maps of part (a) (with n = k + 1).

(B) // y satisfies (xi), then the embedding (p(s,t)(Gs) c G, is isomorphic to each of

the embeddings Gs,   c G,,   where \t\ = |i | k\ and either k is odd ort\k=7 Tk,

(C) IfGk is countable (k < w) and SA satisfies (xii), then \Gy\ = 2",

(D) Gy is isomorphic to a subgroup of (TI^=1 Gk)/ÇLf=xGk) {the Cartesian product

modulo the direct sum).

Proof. The groups Gs (s G P(Ta)) are well defined because of (vü), while the

diagram (b) commutes because of (v), (vi), and (viii) (note that <p/(I;) Q (ph{k)). Thus

the direct limit system {Gs,<p(s,t)} is well defined and yields Gy. To prove (B) we

note that if k is such that |/| = Irland either k is odd or t\k ¥= Tk, then yf(k) and

<ph(k) are surjective isomorphisms and the vertical inclusions (which represent

<p{s, /)) are isomorphic embeddings. To prove (C) we note that |TJ = 2" by (iv). For

all a g Tu we obtain an element x„ g Gy as the image of the xa (a g T, a < a)

under the direct limit maps into G,a, and into Gy. If a + t g Ta, then xa # xT

<p/(*)

n n
<p>,(k)

Ak »u+1

G5

<p(í,í)Í

G,
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because xa and xß are distinct in Gk for k large enough so that « + ß g Tk where

a < o and ß < t. To prove (D), let P = U^xGk and S = Lf=xGk. If j g P(TJ

and x g Gs we define o(x) g P/5 as follows. Let j be large enough so that x has a

preimage x0& Gs¡. under the direct limit map into Gs (see (a) above). For all k>j

let g(k) g Mp(j, k) be such that g(A;): j | y. -» í | ¿ and define

0(*) = (<P,<*)(*o))*>y-    (modS).

Thus o(x) is the sequence of preimages of x in all sufficiently large Gk. (We need

not specify the first j coordinates in P.) If x g Gs and y g G, where t g P(Tu)

then x, y g Gs u , can be multiplied by multiplying their (unique) preimages in

sufficiently large Gk. Thus o defines an isomorphism of Gy into P/S.

Corollary 1. If S" is a canonical T-limit system, then \Gy\ = 2".

Remark. If s ç t & P(TJ we will write Gs<r G,a Gy. Thus, as in (B), this

containment is isomorphic to G^  C G,|   for sufficiently large A;.

(3.0) Definition. If S ç Tu we put Gs = (J{Gs\s g P(S)}. If y is a T-limit

system, the archetype of SA= Ay = Gs where S c Tu consists of all sequences which

are eventually 0.

Remark. If every Gk (k < to) is countable, then Ay is countable. Ay has a very

natural interpretation with respect to y as a countable direct limit. Namely we

regard the isomorphisms q>k: Gk -> Gk+X (k even) and q>°k: Gk -» Gk+X (k odd) as

inclusions and thus obtain an ascending union (Jk<aGk. We claim that this union is

isomorphic to Ay. To see this, let Sk consist of all the sequences in Tk followed by

infinitely many zeros. Thus S = \Jk<uSk (with S as in (3.0)) and the embedding

Gs c Gs is isomorphic to <pk(Gk) C Gk+X (k even) or <p°k(Gk) c Gk+X (k odd)

since fk(Sk | k) = Sk \ k+x, and our conclusion foUows. Thus,

Corollary 2. // SA is a T-limit system obtained as in Lemma 1 (in particular, if y

is canonical), then Ay = (Jk<uGk.

A central theme for us is to what extent the tree-limit group Gy can resemble its

archetype Ay. Obviously they have the same f.g. subgroups. However, even if S" is

obtained as in Lemma 1 and we assume that Ay is inner homogeneous, we cannot

prove that Gy is inner homogeneous. To do this we must begin with the group we

wish to be Ay and then construct SA appropriately. Before entering into this we will

show a major benefit of canonical amalgamations.

Lemma 3 (Canonical Representations). If Sf is a canonical T-limit system then

there exists an isomorphism p: Gy^> Sym(to).

Proof of Lemma 3. Given a canonical T-limit system £7= {Gs, <pf) we claim that

the following set of choices inductively define (via the direct limit) an embedding p:

Gy-> Sym(^) where X is the disjoint union of countable sets Xn (n < a):

(a) Choose a representation px: G, -» Sym^); and putting Wn = Xx U • • ■ UX„,
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(b) If k is even and pk: Gk -* Sym(Wk) is given choose a representation pk+x:

Gk+1 -» Sym(Wk+x) such that {Wk,pk{Gk)) is a subaction of {Wk+x,pk+x{Gk+x)),

that is, for all x G Wk and g G Gk we have (recalhng that G^ c Gt+1 since 5" is

canonical) {x)pk{g) = (x)p/t+1(g),

(c) If A; is odd and pk: Gk -* Sym(Wk) is given we first define, for all z g

(Gk,y(Gk)) = Gk+X and x g Wk, {x)pk+x{z) = (x)pk(h(z)) where h: Gk+X -* Gk

is the canonical homomorphism. Since h(g) = h(y(g)) = g (g g G t.), this means

that, under pk+x, Gk = <p°k(Gk) and y(Gk) = <f^k(Gk) have identical actions on Wk

(via the branching isomorphisms) which are identical to the way Gk acts on Wk

under pk. Next we choose any representation m: Gk+X -» Sym(^fc+1) and define, for

all x g Ar1;+1 and z g G,.+1, (x)p,.+1(z) = (x)w(z). This defines the action of

Pk+i(Gk+i)onWk+x= WkU Xk+X,

(d) For all 1 =£ g g G,. (A; < to) we arrange that, for some n > k, 1 =7 p„{<Pf{g))

g Sym(l*;) for all / g Mp(A;, n) with dom(/) = Tk.

We can summarize this construction of the pk by saying that in the T-limit system

the embeddings cpk, <p°k, cp\ correspond to permutation extensions—thus inducing a

representation of the tree-limit group Gy on the union of the permuted sets at each

level. However, to display this formally we must examine several diagrams as

follows.

For all s g PiT^) and k < u with |^| = \s\ k\, the induced map yk in the diagram

*+i

<Pf
G*U - G

Pk i 1 Pk + 1

t       \      Y*
Rk =  Pk\Gs\ J -* Rk+1

n n
Sym(^) Sym(Wk+l)

where / g Mp(k, k + 1) takes every a g Rk to an extension of a in Rk+X since <pf

is either a restriction of <pk if k is even or of <p°k or ep1,. if A: is odd. It follows (see

Lemma 2(b)) that the representations {pk} define a representation ps: Gs -* Sym^)

where * = Ufc < a Xk. If í ç t ç T,,, are finite, then

9(s,t)

Gs - G,

Pt, i i Pi

p,(Gs)       c       P,(G,)

commutes because q>(s, t) is induced by the inclusion maps Gslk<z G,| where

|i| = |r| k\, and because the diagrams

G*U C G<U

p* 1 lit
P*(G*IJ   c   P*(G«J

clearly commute, implying pä ç pr.
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Thus the pk (k < <o) define a reprentation p: Gy-> Sym(Z) as described at the

outset—indeed we have p = U{ps|.s g P{TU)}—provided that we have a way to

satisfy (b) at each even step k, that is, a way to extend the representation

(Wk,pk(Gk)) to {Wk+X, Pk+x(Gk+x)). Perhaps the easiest way to do this is Kegel's

method of [7] whereby, if A c B and p: A -» Sym(Y) is a representation, we extend

the action of p(A) on Y to the representation p: B -» Sym(y XT) where 1 G T is

a right transversal of A in S such that (y, t)p(b) = (y', /') where tb = at' (t' G T,

a g A) and y' = (y)p(a) for all y G y, t g T. (Thus if a G ^4, p(a) extends p(a)

if we identify y with T X {1}.)

Finally, we check easily that p is an isomorphism using (d) above. Indeed if

s G P(TU) is finite then X: Gs¡k = Gs for some k < to where X is the direct limit

embedding. Thus if 1 # X(g) g Gs, the property (d) above implies that 1 ¥=

PniV/ig)) G Pt,(g,|„) where /: s \k -» s | „, / G Mp(A:, «)• Since V/(g) G G,u is also

mapped to X(g) by the direct limit embedding, we have 1 =7 p(X(g)).

Notice that (d) is easily satisfied if in (c) we let m be the regular representation of

Gk + X on Xk+X = Gk+X.

Of course we can assume X = u since X is countable.

Corollary 3. In Lemma 3 all orbits of {<¿, p(Gy)) will be finite provided every Gk

(k < u) is finite and either

(i) Gk = Gk + X when k > 2 is even; or

(ü) the choices (b) are made in such a way that, for all even k, every orbit of

Pk(Gk) °n wk is an °rbit °fPk+i(Gk+i).

Proof. In case (i) there are no choices (b). In (a) we let px be a regular

representation of Gx = Xx and in (c) we take Xk+X = Gk+X and let m be regular

also. Thus (d) is satisfied with k = n and it is clear that every Xk is an orbit of

p{Gy). In case (ii) the conclusion is equally obvious that every Xk is an orbit of

p„{Gn) for n > k and hence of p(Gy).   D

(3.1) Definition. An isomorphism p: Gy-> Sym(to) obtained from choices

(a)-(d) of Lemma 3 will be called a canonical representation of Gy.

(3.2) Definition. A countable group G has the canonical amalgamation property

(c.a.p.) iff G # 1 and for all f.g. A c B c G and x g B - A there exists an

A -isomorphism y: B -» G (that is y(a) = a (a g ^4)) such that y(x) # x and there

is a homomorphism A: (B, y(B)) -» R such that, for all ¿ g B, h(b) = h(y(b)) = ¿>.

Lemma 4. Suppose G is a countable group with the canonical amalgamation property.

Then

(a) There is a canonical T-limit system SA such that Ay s G,

(b) If G is also us-homogeneous, then (with SA as above) we have G = Gxc Gy for

every countable X ç Tu such that X\k= Tk for all k < a. (Hence Gy is an archetypal

limit of G (see (1.0)).)

Proof of Lemma 4. The proof of part (a) is very easy. Making use of Corollary 2,

we need only show that the choices (1) and (2*) of Lemma 1 can be made in such a

way that G = U¡.<UG,., and this is immediate since the c.a.p. gives the canonical
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amalgamations (2*) and we need only choose Gk+X 3 Gk when k is even to exhaust

G.

Proof of (b). This will follow if at even steps k we choose Gkcr Gk+X <r G so

that the following property holds.

(3.3)

For all i < a, A c G„ and A c B c G with A, B f.g. there

is an even k > i such that, for all / g Mp{i,k) with

dom(/) =T¡, there is an isomorphism gf: B -» Gk+X such

that the diagram below commutes:

Sf
P -» G*+i

Thus, to obtain Gt+1c6we must "amalgamate" finitely many copies of B with Gk

over <Pf(A) c Gk, and this is possible by «-homogeneity of G.

Now suppose X Q Tu is countable and A' |,. = Tk for ah Ac < «. We will show

that (3.3) implies that Gx = (J{GS \s g P(X)} = G, as required.

First we choose finite sets FkQ X such that Fk Q Fk+X, X = \jFk, \Fk \ k\ = \Fk\,

and Tk = Fk \ k (k < «). (This is possible by our hypothesis on X.)

Suppose U (Z.GF<z Gx where F g P(X) and U is f.g.. Choose i so that F <z F(

and let ^ c G, c G be the preimage of U under the direct limit embedding into

GF c GF c Gy. Let A (z B c G with R f.g. and k < « be as given in (3.3). Since

A; + 1 is odd, Lemma 2(B) says

(3.4)

The embeddings GF c GF c GF (c Gy.) are isomorphic

to Gr<zGs<zG,= Gk+X (c G) where r - F( | k+1, s =

Pk I *+i> ' = Pk+i I k+i = ^t+i (under the direct limit embed-

ding).

Let A <r Gk+X be the preimage of U under the direct limit embedding into

GF c GFk+i c Gy. Thus ^(yl) - Zwhere f:Fl\l^>Fi\k(f<= Mp(i, k)) and (3.3)

implies that Gk+X contains an extension gf(B) = B 3 A = <p^(v4) isomorphic to

B z> A, and hence, by (3.4), in Gy we have a copy B of B such that R d Í/ is

isomorphic to R => .4. We leave these final diagrams to the reader. Hence Gx= G

by the usual back-and-forth argument.   D

A more general method for obtaining the archetypal limit property of Gy will be

found in (4.0). We conclude this section with a discussion of the isomorphism-type

of Gy.

(3.5) Definition. Suppose SA is a T-limit system and z g Gy. We say that z is a

descendant of g g G„ iff there exists s G P(TU) and f & Mp(n,m) where /:

Jl« ~* *!m' \s\ml = IsI' ana 9/(?) = 2 is the preimage of z under the direct limit

embedding of G^   into Gs (see Lemma 2(a)). (We also say that g is an ancestor of

*•)

It is crucial to specify the level « in a descendence relation since g g G„+1 might

or might not embed the same way depending upon how s branches.
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We note that if z g G y descends from g g Gn relative to s g P(Tu) (as in the

above definition) and if s £ t g P(Ta) then z also descends from g G G„ relative to

t, that is, <P/(g) = z for some / g Mp(n, m) such that /: t\„-> t\m and |r| „| = \t\

where z is the preimage in Gr!m of z. This is because the embedding Gs c G, is

isomorphic to GS| c G(|m (for large m) and the çy we obtain for t will extend the <pf

for j. We also note that the descendence relation can misbehave in the following

sense. Suppose for some odd k there exists x G q>°k(Gk) n y\(Gk) - qp°(Gj*) ( =

<p\(G^)), that is, the amalgamation of this step is not strong. Let / e P(TJ consist

of the members of Tk+X followed by infinitely many zeros. Then, if z g G, is the

element whose preimage in Gk+X is x, we see easily that z is a descendant of both

(<p°)_1(x) and (<p\)~l(x) g Gk and these elements need not be equal since the

axioms say only that <p° and <¡¿k are equivalent on G£. We cannot even say that z

has unique ancestors at each sufficiently large level because this mixing might recur

for infinitely many values of A;.

Despite this conceptive hazard, the relation of descendence is essential to the

analysis of the structure of Gy\

(3.6) (Descendence Lemma). // every G„ is countable and X is an uncountable

subset of Gy then there exists Z Q X with \Z\ = \X\ as well as g G Gn for some n < «

such that every z g Z descends from g g G„.

Proof. Immediate since A =(J„<uGn is countable and every x g Gy descends

from some element of A.

To make our conceptual task a bit easier we will use the fact that all the T-limit

systems in our applications are canonical. In this case the misbehavior mentioned

above does not occur and we have

(3.7) (Unique Ancestry). Suppose SA is a canonical T-limit system, z g Gy, and

n < «. Then z is a descendant of at most one g g Gn.

Proof. Suppose g, # g2 g G„. If n is even then obviously <p„(gx) * <P„(gi)', while

if n is odd, <pi,(gx) * <pl,(g2) (i = 0,1) and <p°{gx) * $„{g2) also: otherwise the

canonical homomorphism h¡: (<P°(G„), <P¡,(G„)) -» G„ would give gx = g2. It follows

inductively from this that for all m > n and /,, f2 G Mp(n, m) with gx,g2 g domtjy

(i = 1,2) we have <pfx(gx) * <p/2(g2).

Now suppose both gx and g2 g G„ are ancestors of z g Gy. Then there exist

s,t G P{TJ, q,r>n, fxe Mp{n,q) and f2 G Mp(n,r) such that \s\q\ = \s\, \t\r\

= \t\, fi- s\„ -» s\q, f2: t\„^ t\r, and <pfi{gx) = wx g Gí|?, <p/(g2) = w2 g G,w

where wx is the preimage of z G Gs and w2 is the preimage of : e G,. We can

assume r > q and let /: s\ -* s\r with /g Mp(q,r). Thus <?/(<?/(gi)) is also a

preimage of z g Gs since <p^ is a map in the direct limit system defining Gs (Lemma

2(a)) and hence q>f{<Pf{gx)) = tyf^gi) contrary to what we established at the outset.

(3.8) (Ancestral Relations). Suppose SA is a canonical T-limit system, z g Gy,

and z is a descendant of both gx G Gk and g2 g G„ where n > k. Then there exists

f g Mp(k, n) such that <pf{gx) = g2.
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Proof. Note that (3.8) implies (3.7) by taking n = k since every <pf, f G Mp{n, n),

is the identity by axiom (v) of (2.0). To prove (3.8) let í g P(Ta), I < «, and

fx g Mp(k,l) such that \s\,\ = \s\, fx: s\k -» s\„ and <pf¡(gx) is a preimage of z. If

n > I, then letting h G Mp(/, w) with h: s\, -» i| m, we see that <fy(gi) is a preimage

of z where / = h°fx, and hence is an ancestor of z, and so q>f(gx) = g2 by (3.7). If

n < /, letting / G Aíp(A;, «) and h g Aíp(«, /) such that /, = A» / we find that /:

Jl*~*íL'^:íln-*sl/ ana hence <P/(gx) is an ancestor of z also and hence equals

g2by(3.7).

(3.9) (Branching Lemma). Suppose S7 is a canonical T-limit system and z0 =7 zx g

Gy are descendants of g G G„. Choose s G P(TU) such that z0, zx g Gs and let m ^ n

be minimum such that (z0, z,) s (z0, z,> ¿>y the generator map where z0, zx G G,|

are ancestors of z0 and zx.  Then k = m - 1  is odd and (after renumbering if

necessary) we have z0 G <p°k(Gk) - <p\(Gk) andzx G <p\{Gk) - <p°k(Gk).

Proof. First note that m > n by (3.7) since z0 and zx are descendants of z0 and

zx. (Also note that m exists because Gs is the direct limit of groups of the form Gs¡ .)

If k = m — 1 were even, then either z0 or zx would not be in the range of cpk since

otherwise cp~k(z0), <p'k(zx) would also be ancestors of z0 and zx contradicting the

minimality of m; but if, say, z0 £ (pk(Gk) then z0 cannot descend from any g g G„

by (3.8). Hence k must be odd. Now if, say, z0 £ <p°(G,,) U <p\(Gk), then z0 cannot

descend from g g G„ again by (3.8), and similarly for zx. Hence z0, z\ g <p°k(Gk) U

tp^G;.). If, say, z0, z, g <p°k(Gk) then (qp°)_1(^o) ana (vïi'H^i) are ancestors of z0

and zx contradicting the minimality of m.   D

We have chosen the above presentation because it highlights the nature of

canonical systems. A slight variation of the Branching Lemma (3.9) is true for

general T-limit systems. We give the statement of such a lemma for those interested.

Suppose S" is a T-limit system, s,t & P(Ta) and z0 G Gs,

zx g G, both descend from g G G„ for some n > 1 and

z0 =£ Zj. Let w > « be minimum such that (z0, zx> s (z0, zx)

(3.9)* by the generator map for some zQ,zx g G,sUt)\m which are

ancestors of z0 and zx such that z0 = (fy(g) and z\ = <ph(g)

for some /, h g Mp(n, m). Then the conclusion of (3.9)

holds.

This general formulation will not be needed in the sequel.

It is of interest to note that even in canonical systems if x g Gy, then there need

not be a unique minimal s g P(Tu) such that x g Gs. If k is minimal such that x

has an ancestor g G Gk+X then either k is even and g £ <p,.(Gi.) or k is odd and

g <£ <p°k(Gk) U (^(Gt.). In the second case there might be numerous minimal u Q

Tk + X with g g Gu c G,.+1 depending upon the relations which hold in Gk+X =

<(p°(Gi.), <pi(Gi.)) among the various symmetrical subamalgams. Thus the formula-

tion (3.9) does skirt some conceptual problems which become apparent in (3.9)*.

The Branching and Descendence Lemmas provide the key to controlling the

isomorphism-type of Gy. First we need the following definition.
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(3.10) Definition. If y is a T-limit system and x, y g G„ we say that x and y

are similar (in SA) iff for some k < n there exists geGt and /, A g Mp(k, n) such

that x = <fy(g) and y = <pA(g).

(3.11) (Spectrum Lemma). Suppose G is a countable group with the c.a.p. and that

it is possible to make the choices (2*) of Lemma 1 to construct a canonical T-limit

system £7 with Ay= G as in Lemma 4(a) in such a way that

For each odd k, given finitely many groups (a¡, b¡) (1 < / < p)

and pairs (xp yf) g GkX Gk (1 <;' < q) with xJt y¡ í G*

(3.12) and such that Xj and y^ are similar in Sf, we can find

Gk+X = (Gk, y(Gk)) a G so that for all 1 < /' < p, 1 <y < q,

(xj, y(y-Y) í (a¡, b¡) by the generator map.

Then there exist 2" canonical T-limit systems S7'a {a < 2") with Ay = G and such

that for all a # ß < 2", Gy and Gy do not have isomorphic uncountable subgroups.

Further, any property of Gy which can be forced by the choices made for Gk+X at even

steps k can be built into every Gy. Thus, if G is homogeneous, then every Gy is an

archetypal limit of G. {Note: The hypothesis means that the choices (2*) can be made

in accordance with (3.12) regardless of how the choices of Gk+X for even k are made;

hence the final conclusion is almost tautological.)

Proof. To use the Descendence and Branching Lemmas we must ultilize (3.12) to

build the following property into distinct T-limit systems y and &".

For all pairs (x, /'), (y, j) such that x g G, and y g G¡, there

exists  d > max(/', j) such  that for all odd   k,l^d  and

(3.13) A, f2 g Mp(i, k), gx, g2 G Mp(j, I) with dom(/s) = T„

dom(gs) = Tj (Ô = 1,2), if %(x) <£ G*k and <pgs(y) £ G,*

(5 = 1,2), then

(3.14) (<p/i(x),<p1I;(<p/2(x))> m ($gliy),v){q>g2{y))) by the generator map.

(Note that <p/(x) = ^(«P/ix)), etc. since the systems are canonical).

The construction of SA and ¿P satisfying (3.13) makes direct use of (3.12) at odd

steps n. At each such step we have finite subsets F¡ c G,, F¡ ç. G for 1 < i, j < n

for which we will satisfy (3.13) for all x G F¡, y g F. and A:, / < n. For fixed i, j we

will increase the sets F„ Fj during the construction (so that they depend upon n) in

such a way that eventually every x g G, belongs to F¡ and every y g G- belongs to

Fj. Thus (3.13) will be satisfied for new x g F¡, y g Fj {i, j < n) beginning at this

stage with d - n; and for old pairs with k, I < n.

Since there are only finitely many possibilités for the four generators in (3.14)

where x g F¡, y g Fj {i, j < n), (3.12) gives us the group G„+1 = <G„,y(G„)> c G

satisfying (3.14) for k = n, l < n (recall that 9° = lc , <p¡, = y). We next use (3.12)

again to obtain Gn+X = (Gn,y(G„)) c G so that (3.14) is satisfied for the same

x G Fj, y G Fj and for / = n, k < n.

Now we will show that (3.13) implies subgroup-incomparabihty of the tree-limit

groups Gy and Gy. Suppose X and Y are uncountable subgroups of these groups

respectively and that X: X -» Y is an isomorphism. By applying the Descendence
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Lemma twice (once to each system) we obtain an uncountable W c X such that

every member of W is the descendant (in SA) of the same x g G, for some i < «

and every member of X(W) is the descendant (in £7) of the same y g G for some

j < «. According to (3.13) there exists d < « such that for all k,l ^ d, (3.14) holds.

By passing to a subset of W we can assume that every member of W has the same

ancestor x g Gd and that every member of X(W) has the same ancestor y g Gd,

and so by (3.8) we have q>f(x) = x and <pg(y) = y for some /g Mp(i,d),g g

Mp(j, d). We now choose zQ¥= zx e W and apply the Branching Lemma to z0, zx

and also to X(z0), X(zx). The first application gives us k > d such that (z0, zx> s

(z0, zx) c GA+1 (by the generator map) where a = (<P°)_1(¿o) ana 6 = (<fik)~x(zi)

satisfy a, b g Gk - G* and such that z0, zx and hence a and fc are ancestors of z0

and Zj, respectively. Hence by (3.8) we see that there exist fx,f2 g Mp(a, k) such

that /,(x) = a and /2(x) = b. Likewise, applying the Branching Lemma to

X(z0), X(zx) we obtain /> d such that (X(z0), X(z,)) = (z0, J^) c G/+1 (by the

generator map) and a, b etc., and from (3.8) we obtain gx, g2 g Mp(d, I) such that

gx(y) = a, g2(y) = b. This contradicts (3.14) which tells us that SA and Sf were

constructed so that (z0, zx) sé (z0, z,> by the generator map.

To construct 2" T-limit systems such that any two distinct ones satisfy (3.13) we

proceed similarly. At some step we have already constructed finitely many systems

S"x,..., Sr°m up to some odd level k and we can ensure that each pair of these will

satisfy (3.13) in a manner identical to that above by choosing appropriate canonical

amalgamations to obtain Gk+X in each system. We will also create branches in each

system, that is, from this point on we construct more than one system which is the

same as SP¡ (1 < / < m) up to level k. This presents no difficulty and yields 2"

systems as required. The details are obvious and so we omit them. Since for even n

we are free to choose G„+1 as we please in each system being constructed indepen-

dently of any of our other choices, the final conclusion does indeed follow. (The

proof of Lemma 4(b) shows that if G is «-homogeneous (in the algebraic sense) then

the archetypal limit property can be built into Gy by the choices made for Gk when

k is even.)

4. Proof of Theorem 4.

(4.0) (Archetypal Limit Theorem). Suppose that in Lemma 3 the following

conditions are satisfied for all odd k:

(1) There exists t g Gk+2 such that t'xgt = y(g) for all g g Gk (where Gk+X =

(Gk, y(Gk)) is the canonical amalgamation);

(2) The representation pk+2: Gk+2 -> Sym(W^.+2) is defined so that pk+2(t) fixes

every x g Wk.

Then, for all S ç Ta such that \S\ = « and S\ k = Tk for all k < «, there exists a

permutation group isomorphism of (X,p(Ay)) with (X,p(Gs)) which maps every

orbit of (X, p(Ay)) to itself. Hence (X, p(Gy)) is an archetypal limit of (X, p{Ay))

and, if W 5 X is an orbit of p(Ay), then (W,p{Gy)) is an archetypal limit of

{W, p{Gy)). Further, the property (*) given after Definition (1.0) is satisfied and the

isomorphism a is a permutation isomorphism.
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Proof. We have Ay= (Jk>xGk since SA is canonical by the remark after (3.0).

Let S = (}k>xFk with Fk C Fk+X and

(4.1) l**|-|**l*l    and    Fk\k=Tk.

(This is possible by our hypothesis on S.) Note that if k is even then Fk = Fk+X

since \Tk\ = \Tk+x\. By Lemma 2 we have that Gs = \ik>xGF is the direct limit of

the groups {Gk\k ^ 1} under the isomorphisms \¡/k: Gk -» Gk+X where \pk = q>k if

k is even and, if k is odd, then

(<p°    itSflGFk\k+1,

k    \<p\   XS¿eFk\k+v

(Exactly one of the above cases holds; indeed, either Fk\k+X = Tk+X - {$kl} or

Tk+l — {Çk0) by (4.1)). To obtain the isomorphism o: Ay-* Gs of the conclusion

we will construct inner automorphisms ok: Gk -* Gk for odd values of k such that

every diagram

ak

Gk        - Gk

(4.2) n l<Pk+i°*k
ak + 2

Gk + 2 ~* G/t + 2

commutes. These {ok \ k odd} will thus induce an isomorphism o of Ay with Gs as

desired. The reason we make k odd in (4.2) is that GF = Gk if k is odd but not

necessarily if k is even (see property (xi) of regular T-limit systems and Lemma

2(B)).

In our construction we will also have for all odd k

,     . There exists zk g Gk which induces ak by conjugation such

that P/c+2(z/c+2) has the same action on Wk as does pk(zk).

Since the representations {pk} define the action of p(Gs) on X (recalling from

Lemma 3 that pk(g) and pk+2(<Pk+i ° tyk(g)) have the same action on Wk for all

ge Gk) the {zk} will induce a permutation isomorphism of (X, p(Ay)) with

(X, p{Gs)) which takes every orbit of (X, p(Ay)) to itself since it is obtained from

the inner automorphisms {zk).

Thus to finish the proof it only remains to define the {zk} so that (4.2) and (4.3)

hold where ak = conjugation by zk. We let zx = 1 and, assume that zx,...,zk have

been defined (for odd indices) and that (4.2) and (4.3) hold. Define

tf£*0eF*U+1)

t    iU*leF,U+1,

where t is the element given in

(1) of the hypothesis.

zk + 2 ~

The verification of (4.2) and (4.3) is quite straightforward. In the first case above

•Pat + i ° "rV Gk ~* Gk+2 is me inclusion map since \pk = <p° and SA is canonical, and

(4.2) follows because in this case ak+2 extends ak since zk+2 = zk. Also Pk+2Ízk+2)

= pk + 2{zk) has the same action on Wk as does pk{zk) since the embeddings yk+x
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and cpk correspond to permutation extensions in the construction of the {pk} in

Lemma 3, and so (4.3) holds. In the second case above <pA+1 ° ^* = *P*+i ° 9* IS the

branching isomorphism <jr\: Gk -» y(Gi.) followed by the inclusion <pk+1: Gk+X -»

GA+2 where GA+1 = (Gk,y(Gk)). Hence for all gGGt we have ok+2(g) =

t^iz^gZk)' = yiz^gZk) = <Pk+i°<¿k° °kig) and (4.2) holds. Also, pk+2(zk+2) =

Pk+2Ízk') = Pk+i(zk)Pk+2Ít) and pk+2(zk) agrees with pk(zk) on W* (as before);

thus our hypothesis (2) shows that Pk+/{zk+2) agrees with pk{zk) on Wk also.

Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose («,G) is a countable, relatively homogeneous,

locally finite permutation group such that every finite subgroup of G has infinitely

many regular orbits on «.

We will show how to construct a canonical T-limit system £7= {Gk,<pf} with a

canonical representation p (see (3.1)) such that

(4.4)^^=UA>1G, = G,
(4.5) pk: Gk -» Sym{Wk) is the restriction of the permutations Gk to Wk where

« = Uk>iWk, Wk finite (see Lemma 3),

(4.6) The hypothesis of the Archetypal Limit Theorem (4.0) are satisfied,

(4.7) The hypothesis of the Spectrum Lemma (3.11) is satisfied; indeed, the

construction of S? can be carried out so that for odd k the groups Gk+l =

(Gk, y(Gk)) c G can be chosen so that, for all x, y g Gk - G*, |(x, y(y)>| is larger

than any given natural number.

Note that (4.4) and (4.5) imply (u,p(Ay)) s («,G) and so the conclusion of

Theorem 4 will follow from application of (3.11) and (4.0).

We assume that the T-limit system and the representations {pk} have been

constructed up to some odd level k and we show how to continue the construction

up to level k + 2.

Let A = G* = Gj. {f j and let F = Gk*AGk be the free product of two copies

of Gk with A amalgamated (so ä = a for all a e A). Let h: F -* Gk be the natural

homomorphism (h(g) = h(g) = g for all g 6 Gk) and let K = the kernel of h.

Since K is free and therefore residuahy finite we can obtain N c K, N<F such that

/ = F/N = (Gk,Gk) is finite and for all x g Gk - A, y &Gk- A, |<x, y>| is

larger than any given natural number (for more details of this one can consult [5,

Lemma 2.1]). We can also arrange that / has an automorphism t such that

Tig) ~ g f°r all g g Gk since we can replace N by N Ci NT where t is the

involution of F with the stated property and then induce t on / = F/N n NT.

We cannot find a copy of J in G; however, we can use relative homogeneity and

the availability of regular orbits to find an amalgamation in G which has J as an

image. This is accomplished as follows.

Let c be the index of Gk in /. Choose distinct regular orbits BX,...,BC of Gk on

« which do not intersect Wk. Let X: J -» B be a permutation isomorphism of the

right regular representation of Gk on J with the regular orbits BX,...,BC of Gk

where B = BXU • • ■ URC. (The group isomorphism involved here is 1G .) Define r:

Gk -* Sym(B) by {b)r{g) = X{X-l{b)g) and f: Gk -* Sym(B) by (b)r(g) =

X{X-\b)g) for all g^Gk,b&B. Since t g Aut J and i-(g) = g for all g g Gk, t

is a permutation automorphism of the right regular representation of / (under the

group automorphism t) wliich takes the regular representation of Gk to that of Gk
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—which are therefore conjugate in Sym(/) under t. Since r and f copy the regular

representations of Gk and Gk (on /) in B via X, it follows that (r(Gk), f(Gk)) c

Sym(5) is isomorphic (as a group) to J = (Gk,Gk) by an extension of the maps

r(g) ■""* g, ?(g) *~* g ig G G)- The permutation ß: B -* B which conjugates r(Gk)

to /^GJ is given by ß(b) = X(T(X-\b))) (b g B) and ß centralizes r(A) = f{A)

since t centralizes .4.

Thus, we can apply relative homogeneity of («, G) to the subgroup A = Gj* and

its orbits on B to obtain an element t G G Q Sym(«) such that t centralizes A, t is

the identity on Wk, and t induces ß on B.

Now we define y(g) = t'xgt for all g g Gz, and G,,+1 = (Gk,y{Gk)) to be the

next group in SA. We define Xk+X = B (see Lemma 3) and thus W¿+1 = WkU B

and pt+1 is the restriction of the permutations Gk+X c G to Wt+1.

Let p: Gfc+1 -+ Sym(5) be the restriction map. Thus (p(Gk), p(y(Gk))) = aJ =

(Gk, Gk) where a extends the maps p(g) -* g, p° y(g) >-* g (g g Gk). Thus, since

J has a canonical homomorphism u onto Gk (which is induced by the canonical h:

F -* Gk since J = F/N where N c ker(/i)), we see that u°a°p: Gk+X -* Gk is a

canonical homomorphism. We also note here that condition (4.7) is satisfies by Gk+X

because \(a(x),a(y(y)))\ < |(x,y(y)>|.

We now choose Gk+2 to be any finite subgroup of G such that (Gk+X, t) c Gk+2,

and we choose W/A+2 to consist of finitely many orbits of Gk+2 on « such that

Wk+1 c Wk+2 (so Xk+2 = Wk+2 - Wk+X). Of course we define pk+2: Gk+2 -»

Sym(W/ii+2) to be the permutation restriction. Thus pk+x and pk+2 have been

defined in accordance with properties (b) and (c) of canonical representations in the

proof of Lemma 3. and we can satisfy (d) by choosing Wk+2 so that Gk+2 is faithful

on it. We also choose Gk+2 so that G is exhausted during the construction and Wk+2

so that « is exhausted, thus meeting the requirements (4.4) and (4.5). Since (4.7) has

already been satisfied, we are left to check (4.6)—and to this end we observe that

both (1) and (2) of (4.0) have been specifically built into our construction by the

choice of t.

5. Applications using wreath products. In this section we prove Theorems 1, 2* and

3, except for the reference to ex. groups in Theorem 3 which we defer until Part 2.

Our first task will be to give our method of making p(Ay) transitive on « by

specifying what the point-stabilizer subgroup will be (see (5.5)). At the same time it

is convenient to discuss the situation in which the tree-limit group Gy is contained

in an inverse limit.

(5.0) Definition. A canonical T-limit system is normal iff for all odd k there

exists t G Gk+2 such that rlgt = y(g) for all g G Gk where Gk+X = (Gk, y(Gk)) is

the canonical amalgamation (2.1) and there is an extension h: D -* Gk of the

canonical homomorphism h: Gk+x-> Gk with (eß = dom(Ä) cGí+2 such that

h{t)=l.

(5.1) Lemma. Suppose £7 is a canonical normal T-limit system. Then

(a) There is a canonical representation p of G y such that {u,p{Gy)) is an

archetypal limit of («, p(Ay)),
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(b) // ker(Ä) is locally finite for all k (with h as in (5.0)) then x~ly has finite order

whenever x, y G Gk are similar in SA,

(c) // dom(h) = Gk + 2 for all odd k, then Gy is isomorphic to a subgroup of

P = Yl{Gk\k odd} contained in the inverse limit of these groups with respect to the

homomorphisms h: Gk+2 -* Gk; under this embedding of Gy in P the canonical

representation («, p(Gy)) is isomorphic to the subaction of the regular coordinate

representation of P on the disjoint union U{Gi.|A; odd). (Thus, if the Gk are finite,

(u,p(Gy)) is sharp and has finite orbits since the inverse limit has these properties).

Proof of (a). For odd A: let Dk = dom(h) c Gk+2 and Nk = ker(Ä). Thus

Gk+X = {t~lGkt,Gk) C (Gk, t) c NkGk = Dk since h(t) = 1 and Nk is normalized

by Gk. To satisfy hypotheses (1) and (2) of the Archetypal Limit Theorem we put

Xk+X = 0 so that Wk+X = Wk and define pk+x in accordance with (c) of Lemma 3

on Gk+X and extend this definition to Dk so that for all ug g Dk (u g Nk, g g Gk)

we have

(w)pk+2(ug) = (™)pk(g)       (w^Wk).

Thus pk+2{t) fixes every w g Wk as required since t g Nk (and this is why the

above definition extends the definition of pk+x in (c) of Lemma 3 (using the

canonical homomorphism h) since y(g) = t~lgt = ug where u = t~lgtg~x g Nk).

Now we must finish the definition of pk+2 (as in (b) of Lemma 3) by extending the

action of pk+2(Dk) c Sym(Wk) in any way we want to pk+2(Gk+2) c Sym(Wk+2)

taking care that (d) of Lemma 3 will be satisfied at these steps rather than at the

steps (c) as was done in the proof of Lemma 3. (This is just a matter of bookkeeping

since although Xk+X = 0 we are free to define Xk+2 to be whatever we want—thus

we can include a regular orbit of Gk+2 in Xk+2 or do something else to satisfy (d).)

(Actually (d) is equivalent to the condition that the representation p(Gy) is faithful

on W. The reader might enjoy verifying this using a finite projection-set argument.)

(5.2) Definition. A normal canonial representation p: Gy-* Sym(«) is one

constructed as in the proof of (5.1)(a) from a normal canonical T-limit system 7A.

Proof of (b). We establish this by induction on k. Assume x, y g Gk+2 are

similar in SA. We can assume x # y and hence x, y g <pk+x(Gk+x) = Gk+X and

there exist a,b G Gk which are similar in SA and such that x = <p'k(a), y = <pJk(b)

for some i, j g (0,1). Since (p°k = 1 and <p\ = conjugation by t g kcr(h) = Nk we

have x = uxa, y = u2b for some ux, u2 G Nk, and so x_1y = a~1uZ1u2b = za'lb

where z = a~1(ux1u2)a G Nk. By the induction hypothesis a~lb has finite order and

hence x_1y does also since z g Nk is locally finite.

Proof of (c). The present hypothesis gives dom(Ä) = Gk+2 = NkGk where Nk =

ker(h) is normalized by Gk. Thus Gk+2 is formed by adjoining a normal comple-

ment to Gk thus forming a semidirect product.

Let J c P be the inverse limit of the {Gk \ k odd} under the h = hk: Gk+2 -* Gk.

Let W = the disjoint union of the groups Gk, k odd. We will denote this as

W = (J{Gk | k odd} with GknGn= 0 if k # n.

First we define the representation r: J -* Sym(W) as follows. If m = (gj) g /,

that is, hj{gj+2) = gj {j odd) and g g Gj then (g)r(tr) = ggj g G,, Thus r(m) is
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the regular coordinate action. Obviously the Gk (k odd) are the orbits of r{J) c

Sym(W) and every 1 =7 m g J acts without fixed points on the Gk after some point

—that is, whenever gk + l. (Hence, if the Gk are finite, /(/) is sharp.)

We will check that there is an embedding o: Gy^> J and that a normal canonical

representation p: Gy-* Sym(H/) can be defined which agrees with r » a. To embed

Gy in J we use the embedding o of Gy into P/S constructed in the proof of part

(D) of Lemma 2; however, we only need to use odd values of k as coordinates. In

that proof we defined

°(x) = Wg(k)(x0)) k>j    (mod5)

where x g Gs for some s g P(Ta) where x0 g G^ is a preimage of x under the

direct limit embedding of GS| into Gy and g(A;): s | y -> s |,,, g(A;)G Mp(j, k). For

the present proof we will adjoin the j — 2, j - 4,..., 1-coordinates to a(x) by

applying the inverse limit homomorphisms hj_2,hj_4,...,hx successively to the

7th-coordinate x0 of o(x) to obtain o(x) g P. To see that o(x) g / we need only

check that all the remaining coordinates of o(x) are related via the inverse limit

homomorphisms. To see this let k ^ j be odd and let y = <pg(ky(x0) g Gk and

z = <Pg(* + 2)(JCo) G G*+2 he successive coordinates of o(x). Thus z = <pf(y) where

/: *\k -* il*+2 (f^Mp), that is, z = <p°(y) or <p\(y) g Gk+X C Gk+2, that is,

z = y or t'^yt where t g ker^); and so in either case we have hk(z) = hk(y) = y

since y g Gk and hk extends the canonical homomorphism h: (Gk, t'xGkt) -* Gk.

Note that we still have o{Gy) = Gy for the same reason as in the proof of

Lemma 2—namely, the groups Gs {s G P(Ta)) are recovered isomorphically by

looking at any sufficiently large coordinates of members of o(Gs).

Now we obtain the desired normal canonical representation p: G^-» Sym(W) by

putting Xk = Gk and proceeding exactly as in part (a) of this proof. Since Dk = Gk+2

the action of pk+2(Gk+2) on Wk = Gx U • ■ • UG4 is prescribed for us (by applying

hk, or equivalently, factoring out Nk from Gk+2 = NkGk and then using pk) and we

simply need to add the regular orbit Xk+2 = Gk+2 of Gk+2 to obtain pk+2{Gk+2)

c Sym{Wk+2). One checks easily that this construction of p is the same as the direct

product representation of o(Gy).   D

We urge the reader to visualize the above embedding o of the tree-limit group Gy

in the inverse limit group J, noting that Gk+2 = NkGk and that the branching

isomorphism <p\ is obtained by conjugating Gk by some / g Nk which centralizes

G*k-

Now we will define the type of group which possesses normal canonical systems

and representations (of which it is the archetype) and the type of subgroup which

can serve as the point-stabilizer in such representations.

Remark. We cannot assert that the representation p of (5.1)(a) is faithful on any

of its orbits, although it is faithful. In general if G is a countable group with the

c.a.p. and such that every f.g. subgroup of G is corefree in G then we could construct

a canonical T-limit system SA with G = Ay and a canonical representation p of Gy

as in Lemma 3 such that («, p(Ay)) is faithful on all of its orbits using Kegel's coset

extension procedure (as sketched in Lemma 3) and choosing the Gk (k even) to be

sufficiently large. However we have no need of this because we will now develop a
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much better way to obtain transitive archetypal limits which fits neatly into the

context of the Archetypal Limit Theorem and which will allow us to employ the

Spectrum Lemma while keeping the representation of the archetype fixed.

(5.3) Definition. G ¥= 1 has the normal canonical amalgamation property (n.c.a.p.)

iff given f.g. subgroups A c B a G and x g B - A there exists t G CC(A) such

that, defining y(b) = t~1bt (b g B), the subgroup (B,y(B)) is a canonical

amalgamation, (that is, y(a) = a (a G A); x ¥= y(x); and there exists a canonical

homomorphism h: (B,y(B)) -» B (see (2.1))) such that h has an extension to h:

(B,t) -» B with ft(r) = 1.

If G has the n.c.a.p. then H c G is called a canonical subgroup of G iff H is

corefree in G and for all f.g. subgroups A c B c G and x g £ - A there exist í

and h as above such that ker(Â) c H.

Remark. The properties of the element t in the above definitions can be more

conveniently formulated as follows: Given f.g. A c B c G and x e B - A there

exists t = t(A, B, x) G G such that í g Cg(/1), í_1xí =7 x, and fB n B = 1 where

íB = (b'ltb\b g fi). This is because we can obtain h by taking the quotient of

(B, t) modulo tB; and if h: (B, t) -* B exists then (B, t) = ker(Ä)fi and we have

ker(Ä) = tB since t g ker(Â). In defining a canonical subgroup H we require that

fsc//.

(5.4) Lemma. If G is a countable group with the n.c.a.p., then G has a canonical

subgroup.

Proof. We construct a sequence of elements t0, tx, • • • and f.g. subgroups

J0 c Jx c • •• of G such that tn_x g Jn and t¿» n J„ = 1.

Let {(/I,, B,., x,) | /' < «} be a list of all f.g. subgroups A¡ c fi, c G and elements

x, e B,. - ¿,,

We define 7/, = /2f ■ • ■ tJ22tl° (where only even indices occur) and Mn = tfftffsi

■ ■ ■ íq° and we note that these groups will be iterated semidirect products due to the

assumptions in the first paragraph. (That is, Mk+X (resp., Hk+X) is obtained by

adjoining a normal complement to Mk (resp., Hk).)

The construction proceeds as follows. If n = 2i — 1 is odd we will choose some

1 ¥= yn G H¡_x and use the n.c.a.p. with A = 1 to find /„ G G so that tJ" n Jn = 1

and t~1y„tn =7 yn. Then we define Jn+X = J2i = (Jn, t„, B¡) and use the n.c.a.p. to

find / = t2i G CC(A¡) such that t~lxti * x, and tJl¡ n J2i = 1. Finally, we put

J2i+X = (J2i, t2i) for the next step.

Defining H = (JfLxHj we easily see that H will be a canonical subgroup of G

provided that H is corefree in G by the Remark after (5.3) since B¡ c J2j. To ensure

that H is corefree we arrange that every I =7 y e H occurs as y„ for some odd n. We

then have 1 =7 t~ly„tny~l G f*'-> c z-7" where « — 2i — 1 and so because of the

normal form of elements of Mk (for all k > n)—due to the semidirect product

structure—we see that t'ly„t„y'1 Í H. So since yn = y g H we conclude i'V'« ^ ^

and so H is corefree in G.   D

The reason for considering canonical subgroups is as follows.
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(5.5) (Stabilizer Theorem). Suppose G is a countable group satisfying the n.c.a.p.

and Ha G is a canonical subgroup. Then there is a normal canonical T-limit system £7

with G = Ay and a normal canonical representation p: Gy-* Sym(«) such that

p{Ay) is transitive on « and p{H) is a point-stabilizer subgroup of p(Ay). Hence

(«, p(Gy)) is an archetypal limit of the regular representation of G on the right cosets

of H (which is faithful since H is corefree in G).

Proof of the Stabilizer Theorem. Suppose G has the n.c.a.p. and H a G is a

canonical subgroup. We assume that we have constructed the desired normal

canonical T-limit system and representation up to some odd level k < « and we will

show how to construct the next two levels.

Specifically we assume that we have Gk and pk: Gk -» Sym(Wk) and that pk(Gk)

is transitive on Wk and that pk(Gk D H) is a point-stabilizer subgroup of

(Wk, pk(Gk)). Thus we can also assume inductively that pk is the right regular

representation of Gk on Wk = a right transversal of Gk n H in Gk.

We have given x g Gk - G£ and we use the fact that H is canonical to obtain

t g CG(Gl) such that rlxt * x, tc" n Gk = 1 and tG" c H. We define pk+2:

tGkGk -+ Sym(Wk) by the natural homomorphism as prescribed in the construction

of normal canonical representations given in Lemma (5.1)(a) (using Nk = tGk as the

kernel of h). Thus P = H n (NkGk) = Nk(H n Gk) is the point-stabilizer subgroup

(under pk+2) of (Wk, Pk+2(NkGk)) and this representation is again the right regular

representation of NkGk on the cosets of P in NkGk since Wk is also a right

transversal for P in NkGk.

Now to satisfy the induction hypothesis we must extend the representation pk+2:

NkGk -» Sym(Wk) to a right regular representation pk+2: Gk+2 -» Sym(Wk+2)

where Wk+2 is a right transversal of H n Gfc+2 in Gk+2. (Note that Wi.+1 = Wk as

in (5.1)(a).) We must be able to pick Gk+2 to be any f.g. subgroup of G = UGA = Ay.

This represents no difficulty since the elements of Wk belong to distinct right cosets

of Gk+2 n H in Gk+2 and so Wk C H/i:+2 = a right transversal of Gk+2 C\ H in

G* + 2 and the regular action Pi. + 2: Gk + 2 -» Sym{Wk+2) extends the regular action

pk+2: NkGk -* Sym( Wk) previously defined.

Thus in our construction we have W = (JWk is a right transversal of H in G (since

G = UG* = /l,y.) and p(Ay) is the regular representation of G on the right cosets of

H as desired.   D

Corollary 4. i^ery countable group with the n.c.a.p. has a faithful transitive

permutational archetypal limit enlargement to power 2". This includes every group of

Theorem 2.

Proof. Every group of Theorem 2 has the n.c.a.p. since, given A c B c G, let

1 * / g D c Z„ wr (A, B) = <D, B), let <p: Z„ wr (A, B) -* G be an embedding

with «r^è) = b {b g B), and put í = <¡p(/). Then (B, í_1Bí) is a normal canonical

amalgamation since <p(D) n B = 1 and we have f-1x/ = x[x, r] =£ x for all x g B

- A since [x, t]=7 1 since x £ A conjugates the /1-diagonal element / to an

^x-diagonal element.   D
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Remark. We could just as well use Z wr (A, B) in the above proof, thus obtaining

many examples of countable torsion-free groups which have transitive archetypal

limit enlargements to power 2". The reason Theorem 2 does not encompass such

groups is because of a technical defect in our method of satisfying the Spectrum

Lemma using wreath products which relies on using elements of increasing finite

orders at different levels. We had hoped to overcome this difficulty by using

solvability lengths (of subgroups with two similar generators) instead of orders of

elements, but we are at a loss to find the right technique for this.

The following lemma (as well as 5.1(b)) will be needed to apply the Spectrum

Lemma.

(5.6) Lemma. Suppose £" is a canonical T-limit system such that, for all odd k < «,

we have Gk n y(Gk) = G% (that is, the amalgamations are strong). Then if x, y G

Gk + X — G 2 are similar in TA where Z = Tk+X — {v} for some v G Tk+X, then for all

j we have y(x'ly)j £ Gz. Without the hypothesis of strong amalgamation we still have

yix-'yy * 1.

Proof. Note that the conclusion is true when x = y. Thus we can assume

inductively that the property holds at level k and that x + y. If k is even then the

conclusion is immediate since Gt+13 Gz = Gs c Gk where S = {a|a0 g Z} and

x, y g Gk because x # y are similar. So assume k is odd.

Case 1. Tj = vk0. Thus x, y £ <p\(Gk) = Gz. So evidently x, y g <p°k(Gk) since

x # y are similar in Sf. If z = y(x~1y)J g <pk(Gk) then z g Gk n y(Gk) = G£. But

this would contradict the inductive hypothesis since x, y g Gk are similar and

x, y £ G£ .

Case 2. n = nkl. This is obviously equivalent to the first case.

Case 3. tj = tO where t g Tk - {r¡k}. Thus Gz = (Gs,y(Gs)) where S = Tk -

{ t }. Now x, y g Gk U y(Gk) since x ¥= y are similar in SA, so we have x, y g (G*

— Gs) U y(G,. - Gs). Thus, if A: Gt.+1 -» Gk is the canonical homomorphism, we

have h(x), h(y) g Gk— Gs are similar in SA (since A inverts the branching isomor-

phism) and so h{y{x~ly)j) £ Gs whence y(x~ly)j £ Gz as desired.

Strong amalgamations are used only in Cases 1 and 2 and in these cases we

trivially have y(x'1y)J # 1. So the final conclusion follows.   D

In order to prove Theorem 2* we must obtain canonical subgroups which are rich

enough (in kernels) for us to satisfy the Spectrum Lemma within the proof of the

Stabilizer Theorem. Specifically all we will need is

(5.7) Lemma. Suppose G is a group of Theorem 2. Then G has a canonical subgroup

H such that for f.g. A c B c G, x G B - A, and m < « there exists n > m and

f G G such that (f,B) = Znwr (A, B) where fis the diagonal over A of a generator of

Zn andfB c H.

Proof. In the proof of Lemma (5.4) we can arrange for every triple (A¡, B¡, x,) to

occur infinitely often in our list and we choose t2i = / so that </, J2i) = Z„ wr

(A¡, J2i) where n > i and / is the diagonal of a generator of Z„ over A¡ (using the

hypothesis of Theorem 2). Thus (/, B¡) = Z„ wr (A¡, B¡) and fB< c fJ* c£   D
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Proof of Theorem 2*. We will use the canonical subgroup H c G given in (5.7)

to satisfy the Spectrum Lemma while proceeding as in the proof of the Stabilizer

Theorem. Thus we are given Gk (k odd), finitely many groups (a¡, b¡) (1 < i < q),

and finitely many pairs of similar elements (Xj, yf) (1 <y < /) with Xj, y¡ íGt-

G^, and we must construct Gk+X = (Gk,t'1Gkt) so that {xj,t~lyjt) £ (o¡,b¡) by

the generator map (for all i, j) and so that tGk c H.

Referring to Lemma (5.1) we have ker(Ä) = tGk since h: tGkGk -» Gk is the

natural homomorphism. We will always have t = f where

,   o\ (f,Gk) = Z„ wr (G£,Gk) for some « with /= the diagonal

of a generator of Zn over G%.

So tGk is abelian with exponent n. Since this was true of previous steps (for various

n), Lemma (5.1)(b) implies that every xjVy has finite order, say \xjxyj\ = Pj. Now

we choose m to be larger than every finite number in the set {\(aj1bi)pj\} where

1 < i < q, 1 < / < /. Now choose t = / so that (5.8) holds and fGk c H where

n > m2 which is possible by Lemma (5.7).

Now all we need to do is to verify that [xj1{f~1yjf)]pJ has finite order > m (for

all j) in order to conclude that (x -, /_1y-/) S (a,-, ¿>,) (1 < i < <?) by the generator

map and thus satisfy the Spectrum Lemma.

Omitting the index j we have w = x'1(f~1yf) = x~ly[y, /]. Putting u = x'ly we

easily compute

(5.9) **-[y.f]^l-[y.f]H[y,f]

since [y, f] = (y'1f~1y)f is in the base group fGk of Z„ wr (G£, G*) and up = 1.

So m>/' g /c< has finite order and we check that \wp\ > m as follows. Put

A = G£. If g g /G* c Zn wr (/I, Gk), put supp(g) = the support of g = the subset

of Gk on which the function g is nontrivial. Thus supp(/) = A and supp(y_1/_1y)

= Ay. Considering the factors of wp given in (5.9) we have

(5.10) suPP([y,/]">^(x-V)rfU^(x-V)d.

Putting Z„ = (z) where / is the diagonal of z over A we see that z occurs on the

coordinates Aud of (5.10) while z"1 occurs on the coordinates Ayud. If we show that

none of the coordinates on which z"1 occurs overlaps A, then, in particular,

wp(l) = z" for some 1 < v < p in view of (5.9) and (5.10) and so \wp\ > m since

n > m2 and m > p. But such an overlap is impossible since y(x'ly)d £ A by

Lemma (5.6).    D

Proof of Theorem 3 with G = Ep. We need only construct 2W inequivalent

canonical subgroups Hac Ep (a < 2") of the type used in the above proof of

Theorem 2* and such that Ha = E . That is, for a =7 ß, Ha must not be taken to Hß

by any automorphism of E . Yet {(Uy, Vy) \ y g Q = the rationals} be the jumps of

the unique chief series of Ep. (The reader can consult [8] for basic properties of E .)

If H c Ep we put j(H) = {y g Q | H n (Vj - Uj) * 0}.

Let 2 = {(r)x, \j/x) | x G I} be a set of pairs of irrationals with r¡x < \px such that I

is an ordered set with no least element, ( i\x \ x g I} has no lower bound, and

x < y g 7 implies ^ < 7jr We claim that we can construct H = /í(2) so that
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j(H) = US (where the pairs in 2 are interpreted as rational intervals). This is an

immediate consequence of the embedding theorem [9, 3.1] since at each step in the

construction of H we are faced with embedding a finite wreath product Z » wr Gk

into E over Gk c Ep and so we can embed the base group into the jumps (vx, \¡/x)

for some interval lower than any of the jumps occurring in j(Gk). And by this same

embedding theorem we can also enlarge H (in any manner we wish) so that j(H)

will include all the jumps in the intervals 2 and no others while simultaneously

guaranteeing that H = Ep by making appropriate enlargements of H at each step.

We leave it to the reader to supply the (easy) details of this. Notice that H is

automatically corefree in Ep since the only normal subgroups of E are those in its

unique chief series and j(H) omits arbitrarily small jumps.]

Since any automorphism of Ep induces an order-automorphism on the jumps of

its unique chief series, if we use 2U nonisomorphic order-types I to construct the

íf(2), then we will obtain 2" inequivalent H as desired.

"Proof" of Theorem 3 for G = U. We will merely describe a rather natural

construction which produces the canonical subgroups of U which we need here. This

construction was presented in the author's dissertation in 1977 and was called the

"injective chain" construction; however, it has not yet been published.

If {(Ua, Va) | a G I) are the jumps of a complete subgroup chain # of a locally

finite group G, we call # an injective chain provided that whenever A c G is finite

and A c B is a finite group and B is a subgroup series of B with jumps

((B,, B,+1) 11 «S i < m) such that the restriction of B to A yields the same series as

the restriction of # to A and <p: m -> I is an injection which is order-preserving and

takes every jump of B inducing a jump in A to the corresponding jump in cë, then

there is an embedding f:B-*G with f(a) = a (a G A) such that / induces <p, that

is, for all 1 < i < m, f(Bi+x - Bt) c Vv(i)- Uv(i).
It turns out that it is rather easy using permutational products to construct

injective chains of locally finite groups whose jumps have any given order-type. It

further turns out that every countable nontrivial member of such an injective chain

is isomorphic to U and that if & is such an injective chain with U#= U and

H g #, then H c K c U implies K G <6. If an injective chain # has a minimum

jump 71, H), then one easily checks that H is a canonical subgroup of U"^ = U. Thus

we need only vary the (countable) order-type of the jumps of #—which is order-

isomorphic to the subgroup lattice above H—to obtain 2" inequivalent canonical

subgroups of U each of which is isomorphic to U.

The proof of Theorem 3 for ex. groups will also rely on linearly ordering the

subgroups of G which contain H.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a countable e.c. group. We will actually prove

here the version of Theorem 2* for G. Namely, we will construct a canonical

subgroup H c G which permits the use of the Spectrum Lemma. This means, as it

did in the above proof of Theorem 2*, that each of the 2" T-limit systems of the

Spectrum Lemma is constructed as in the proof of the Stabilizer Theorem so that H

is a point-stabilizer subgroup of the archetype G. To do this is a trifle more complex

than Lemma (5.7) because we must reflect the properties of the wreath product

construction by relations in G and there is no particularly natural way to do this.
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(The proofs of Theorem 3 for e.c. groups and of Theorem 1* and its generalization

to relative homogeneity will all involve using combinatorics to build further proper-

ties into the canonical subgroups constructed in this proof.)

We proceed as follows. We fix some 1 =7 g g G which will he outside of H. Let

A = (A, B, x, P) be a quadruple such that ^cficG are f.g., x g B - A, and

P = {(x,, y;) 11 </'</} are finitely many pahs such that x,, y, g fi - A, x'1 has

finite order, and such that y/(x,~1y,)"' # 1 for all j < «. Let {A* | k < « } be a list of

all such quadruples in which every quadruple occurs infinitely often. Put Hx = 1

and suppose we have constructed Hn_x so that gi Hn_x and Hn_x is a recursively

enumerable subgroup of a f.g. subgroup of G. Put J = (Bn,Hn_x,g) and K =Zn

wr (An, J) where A„ = (An, Bn, x(n), P„) and let / g K be the diagonal of a

generator z of Z„ over An so that K = (/, J) = fJJ.

We claim that we can find an element t G G such that

(a) t centralizes An,

(b) rlx(n)t * x(n),

(c) tJ nj=l,

(d) g € tJHn_x,

(e) For all (x, y) g Pn if \x~xy\ = p and w = x~lrxyt, then [«//>J < \wP\ < °°.

The proof of this claim uses the fact that (a)-(e) above are true in K with f

replacing t which is evident from the proof of Theorem 2*. (Recall that (e) follows

from (5.9) and (5.10) and the fact that wp(l) = z" for some 1 < v < p which follows

from the condition y(x~1y)J =7 1 (which is satisfied in Lemma (5.6) without the

hypothesis of strong amalgamation) and the fact that any consistent recursively

enumerable set of conditions of the form "wx — w2", "wx + w2", and "wx = 1 => w2

= 1" (where wx, w2 are words in elements of G and new variables) can be satisfied in

the e.c. group G, which follows in a well-known fashion from the General Higman

Embedding Theorem [6, §1].) (The reader can consult [12] for a discussion of

implications.) Here we can state (a) with finitely many equations since ^4„ is f.g.; (d)

with an r.e. set of inequations since J is f.g. and Hn_x is r.e. by the induction

hypothesis; (e) can be satisfied by saying precisely what \w\ equals for every

(x, y) G Pn; and (c) can be stated with the r.e. set of implications "uv = 1 =» u = 1"

where u g tJ and v g J.

We define H„ = tJH„_x and H = (JH„. Since g í B and G is simple, H is

corefree in G. To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we need only to observe that we

can duplicate the proof of Theorem 2*—using the Stabilizer Theorem and the

Spectrum Lemma—with the canonical subgroup H c G constructed above. This is

obvious since to satisfy the Spectrum Lemma at some step we are given A, B, x, P as

well as a finite set of numbers tj which the orders of the w¡ = x~lt~ly¡t must avoid

for all (x,, y,) G P. So we need only choose n large enough so that [n/p,] is larger

than every member of r\ where p, = [x¡lyt\ and (x¡, y¡) g P and so that A„ =

(A,B,x,P).   D

To finish this section as promised we discuss tree-limits of the groups G = ■ • ■ A3

wr (A2 wr Ax) where the An ¥= 1 are finite and have unbounded exponents. Let 2 be

the class of all such wreath products.
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(5.11) Theorem, (i) // G G 2 then G has 2" inequivalent representations in Sym(«)

with finite orbits of the type dsecribed in Lemma 5.1(c) each of which satisfies Theorem

2; (ii) // G G 2 and An = Zk where hmn_00 {smallest prime power factor of

kn} = oo then G has 2" inequivalent transitive representations in Sym(«) each of

which satisfies Theorem 2.

Proof of (i). We will give what amounts to a fairly complete sketch of a proof.

We will show that one such representation can be constructed and that at every step

we have the freedom to create a new orbit that is as large as we please, and from this

it will be obvious that 2" such representations can be obtained by varying the sizes

of orbits in the construction.

The construction is complicated by the fact that we are not using the Stabilizer

Theorem and hence we must reconsider the proof of the Spectrum Lemma in order

to satisfy it with a fixed representation of G = Ay. Thus we are simultaneously

constructing a binary tree of T-limit systems £pa (a < 2") (as in the proof of the

Spectrum Lemma). Each £Aa is to have archetype G and the same normal canonical

representation of the archetype, which will be a product of regular actions of G on

certain finite quotients of G as in Lemma (5.1)(c). We will satisfy the Archetypal

Limit Theorem in exactly the same way we did in the proof of Theorem 2*, namely

by taking t = f = a partial diagonal function in the base group of a certain wreath

product. Put Pk = Ak wr ( • • • wr (A2 wr Ax)) = the A;th top group of G.

Now assume inductively that we have defined finitely many T-limit systems, as

required in proving the Spectrum Lemma, up to some odd level n and that G„ is the

same for all of them and that the canonical representations p„ of G„ are also all the

same. We further assume that G„ = Pf(n) for some /(«)<« and that p„ is built up

by adding regular orbits isomorphic to G„ for every odd n in the manner of (5.1)(c).

To continue we must choose f(n + 1) to be so large that B/(n + 1) = BnPfin) where

Bn = (A^tt) + X,..., ^l/(„+i))/>/<") can be used to meet the requirements of the Spec-

trum Lemma at this stage, namely (in view of the method in the proof of Theorem

2*) Bn must contain a certain finite sequence of elements of increasing orders so

that we can avoid finitely many isomorphism-types (in the various T-limit systems

we have differentiated at this stage) by choosing the elements t (which perform the

amalgamations to obtain G„+1 in these systems) to be partial diagonals in Bn having

appropriately large orders. These elements / will be chosen from the base groups of

the finite wreath products Ak wr Pf(n) = (Ak, P/(B)> c B„P/(n) = R/(n+1) (/(«)' < k

< f(n + 1)). Since the exponents of the Ak are unbounded we can pick new

elements t of arbitrarily large orders. Thus at this stage of the construction we can

choose f(n + 1) to be any number larger than a certain number we can compute

from the partial T-limit systems already constructed and the exponents of the groups

{Ak}. Having chosen f(n + 1) we define G„+2 = Ty(„+1) to be the same in all of the

T-limit systems under construction and we put f(n + 2) = f(n + 1). (Of course the

groups G„+1 = (G„, t~lGnt) vary in the various T-limit systems because the elements

t — f are being varied in order to satisfy the Spectrum Lemma.) We then extend the

canonical representation p„ in exactly the same way in all the partial T-limit systems

to include a regular orbit isomorphic to G„+2 (see the proof of (5.1)(c)) to obtain
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p„+2. Thus we end up with a canonical representation p: G -* Sym(«) consisting of

a product of regular orbits of G on its quotients Ty(n) and 2° T-limit groups as in the

Spectrum Lemma which are archetypal limits of this representation. As indicated at

the outset there is no problem in creating branchings in this construction to obtain

2" such representations of G since we can avoid including any finite number of orbit

sizes at each step by making f(n + 1) as large as we please.

Proof of (ii). The proof is considerably more canonical than the preceding one

because we can use the Stabilizer Theorem. Obviously we obtain a canonical

subgroup H(f)c G for every function /:«-»« such that f(n + 1) > f(n) by

defining H(f)= (Af(n)\n < «) provided that the range of / omits infinitely many

natural numbers. (This is what makes H(f) corefree, cf. the proof of Lemma (5.4).)

Since each H(f) is also the type of canonical subgroup needed in the proof of

Theorem 2* to satisfy the Spectrum Lemma, we need only show that different

functions / yield inequivalent canonical subgroups of G.

As this ideal proof would run into considerable technical difficulty, we have made

the illustrative hypothesis that An = Zk and that the minimum prime power part of

kn tends to infinitely with n. (Thus the kn can be different primes or different

powers of the same prime.) Suppose k* is another such sequence and let G* be the

corresponding wreath product of the A* = Zk». Suppose further that

, s There exists N > 1 such that for all n,m > JV kn and A;*

^ have no equal prime power parts.

In this case we can easily deduce that G í G* by considering the derived quotients

0 and 0* of these groups. Since G' = (J{P'\n > 1} where Pn = An • • • wr (A2 wr

Ax) = B„Pn_x (B„ = the base group) and An = ZK, we have B„/PZ nB„ = %K

since it is quite well known that the intersection of the derived group with the base

group in a restricted wreath product consists of all functions the sum of whose

coordinates lies in the derived group of the base group. Hence 0 = G/G' =

© {Zkn | n > 1} and $* = © {Zt.. | n > 1}, whence $i$* under the assumption

(*). Now we need only observe that we can choose 2" canonical subgroups H(fa)

(a < 2") as defined above suitable for use in the Spectrum Lemma and such that if

a ¥= ß < 2" the numbers pn and p* defined by p„ = k¡ and p* = kj where

i = fa(n) and j = fß(n) satisfy (*) (in place of k„ and A;*). Since in choosing a new

An = Zkn we can make every prime power part of k „ as large as we please, there is

no problem here. Thus no two H(fa) and H(fß) are equivalent in G since they are

not isomorphic.

6. Proof of Theorem 1* and related topics. To prove Theorem 1* we will give a

simple combinatorial method to produce many highly transitive representations of

an arbitrary countable e.c. group whose point-stabilizers are canonical subgroups of

the type constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.

In an arbitrary e.c. group it is possible to strengthen high transitivity in two ways.

We can replace finite maps by arbitrary relatively enumerable maps and we can

build relative homogeneity with respect to certain nontrivial f.g. subgroups and their

regular orbits, thus producing partial relative homogeneity. Before considering this

let us consider relative homogeneity.
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We apparently cannot construct a relatively homogeneous representation of an

arbitrary countable e.c. group by the method of this section. The reasons are

somewhat technical and involve our inability to guarantee the properness of the

point-stabilizer subgroup if we try to homogenize over irregular orbits as it is

constructed inductively. On the other hand we can homogenize the representation

with respect to regular orbits while keeping the point-stabilizer free as we shall see in

Lemma 5. Whereas, in view of (1.1), the point-stabilizer would itself be inner

homogeneous in any relatively homogeneous representation of an e.c. group. This

suggests that it would be difficult to control such a point-stabilizer in the construc-

tion. As already indicated, to homogenize irregular orbits, the cancellations which

would occur (in certain HNN extensions) as we inductively enlarge the point-stabi-

lizer do not even permit us to guarantee that it will remain a proper subgroup. (If we

could guarantee this, we would have an "internal" construction of a maximal

subgroup M satisfying (1.2) since the point-stabilizer could be further enlarged and

made isomorphic to G). Kegel's "external" construction of relatively homogeneous

representations is also inapplicable to e.c. groups because one cannot guarantee that

the permutation extensions that one needs will remain in the skeleton of an arbitrary

e.c. group.

Thus it is desirable to be able to say something about groups that possess

relatively homogeneous representations which can be archetypally stretched before

considering what can be done in e.c. groups. To this end we will state a result to be

elaborated in a sequel to this paper. Kegel's method of coset-extensions and

permutation-adjunctions suffices to build many countable homogeneous groups

which possess at least one relatively homogeneous representation which can be

archetypally stretched by tree-limits in 2" subgroup-incomparable ways. In fact one

could even say recursion-theoretically how complicated the skeleton becomes. How-

ever, we can do better than this in the following theorem.

(6.0) Theorem. Suppose G is a countable group such that, for all f.g. A c B c G,

the HNN extension (B, t : t'xat = a(a g A)) is embeddable in G over B. Then there

are 2" isomorphisms Tß: G -* Sym(«) (ß < 2a) such that every («, rß(G)) is

relatively homogeneous and if a + ß < 2" then skel(«, ra(G)) is not contained in

skel(«, Tß(G). (Thus distinct representations are mutually nonembeddable.) Further,

every («, ra(G)) has an archetypal tree-limit extension to power 2" within Sym(«). If

G also satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2, then every («, ra(G)) as above has 2"

subgroup-incomparable archetypal tree-limit extensions to power 2" within Sym(«) (as

in the conclusion of Theorem 2).

Notice that many countable e.c. groups will satisfy the above hypotheses. The

differentiation of the permutation skeletons in the above theorem is accomplished

using recursion-theoretic invariants; the method of proof is similar to Kegel [7] and

to [4] rather than the internal combinatorial method of this section.

We will prove a lemma which allows the construction of many "homogeneous"

maximal subgroups in an arbitrary countable e.c. group. We are restricted, as

delineated above, to homogenizing over regular orbits only, so we do not obtain
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relatively homogeneous representations; however, we do obtain Theorem 1* and

more.

(6.1) Definition. A permutation group (X, G) is regularly homogeneous provided

that it satisfies the definition of relative homogeneity for all finite mappings of

regular orbits of f.g. subgroups.

Thus, a regularly homogeneous group is highly transitive since evey orbit of 1 is

regular.

Lemma 5. If G is any countable e.c. group then by playing the following game we can

construct a proper subgroup H = U"=1 Hnc G such that the right regular representa-

tion of G on the right cosets of H is regularly homogeneous. At our play (the first

player) of the game we are given a f.g. subgroup Hn c G and finitely many regular

orbits HnxxAx,..., HnxkAk of f.g. subgroups with solvable word problems Ax, ...,Ak

c G on cosets of Hn. (This means that HnXjAj is a regular orbit of Aj under right

translations, that is, XjAjXj1 n Hn = 1.) On this play of the game we are allowed to

(1) Enlarge the list of regular orbits by choosing finitely many more satisfying the

above conditions, and

(2) Select any f. g. subgroup Kn D Hn with Kn c G such that for every orbit on our

(enlarged) list we have XjAjXj1 n K = 1.

( We can begin the game with Hx = 1 and make our first selections.)

The second player (the group G) chooses a f.g. subgroup Hn + X r> Kn with Hn+X C G.

This subgroup will always satisfy

(i) For every orbit HnXjAj on our {enlarged) list we have XjAjX'1 n Hn+X = 1

(i.e., all orbits on our list remain regular orbits with respect to Hn + X),

(ii) If Kn has a solvable word problem then Hn + X = Kn*F (free product) where F is

a f.g. free group, and

(hi) // the primes dividing the orders of elements of Kn form a recursive set, then

exactly the same primes are involved in Hn + X.

We further have

Addendum A. If Kn is always chosen to have a solvable word problem, then we can

drop the requirement that the subgroups Aj on our list must have solvable word

problems.

Addendum B. If Hn always has a solvable word problem and Kn is always chosen so

that Hn is decidable in Kn then the subgroup H = (J{H„ \n > 1} will satisfy: for all

f.g. P <r G, P n H = P nH„ for some n > 1.

Addendum C. // Kn satisfies a finite list of conditions of the form y £ KnxxB

U • • • UKnXjB where y, xx,..., xy g G and B C G is f.g., then Hn will also satisfy

each of these conditions (in place of Kn).

We will use Lemma 5 to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. 5. Suppose G is a countable e.c. group and let K be any countable locally

free group such that for all f.g. A c K the free product A*Z is embeddable in G over A.

Then there exists a regularly homogeneous representation f: G -» Sym(«) such that

(i) If H a G is a point-stabilizer under f, then H = K;
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(ii) The permutational skeleton of («, /(G)) is always the same (as K varies); and

(iii) For all A c B c G with A,B f.g. and A n H = 1 there exists an isomorphism

g: B -> G iv/iA g(a) = a (a G ^) andg(B) n H = 1.

Notice that the representations of Theorem 5 satisfy the condition of partial

relative homogeneity with respect to orbits of arbitrary f.g. periodic subgroups P

because every orbit HxP is regular since xBx"1 n H = 1 since H is torsion-free.

Condition (iii) guarantees that many other regular orbits exist besides these.

We cannot hope to strengthen regular homogeneity in Theorem 5 to relative

homogeneity since relatively homogeneous groups with the same permutation skele-

ton are isomorphic as permutation groups if they are inner homogeneous.

The representations of Theorem 5 might not have archetypal tree-limit enlarge-

ments. To guarantee this we must further complicate the point-stabilizer H by

making it a canonical subgroup. This can be done in the e.c. group G while keeping

H torsion-free, but we only know how to obtain one archetypal tree-limit enlarge-

ment in the absence of elements of finite order.

To obtain many archetypal extensions our presently available technique (which in

all likelihood can be improved and used in the torsion-free case as well) demands the

introduction of a single prime p into H. However we want to obtain many such

representations with nonembeddable point-stabilizers as Theorem 1* demands, and

the only convenient way to do this is to vary the sets of primes involved in the

point-stabilizers. Thus we will be content to prove the following result which

contains Theorem 1*.

Theorem 6. Let G be a countable e.c. group and m a nonempty set of primes. Then

there is a regularly homogeneous representation r: G -* Sym(«) such that («, t(G))

has 2" archetypal tree-limit enlargements to power 2" in Sym(«) satisfying the

uncountable subgroup-incomparability property (iii) of Theorem 1. The point-stabilizer

H a G under t has an element of prime order p if and only ifp G it, and property (iii)

of Theorem 5 is also satisfied by H provided A c B c G have solvable word problems.

Notice that in Theorem 5 we can obtain 2" nonembeddable locally free point-

stabilizers K by putting K(S) = *{AA p G S) where S is a set of primes and

A = {n/pk | n, k e «} is the p-divisible subgroup of the additive rationals since no

nontrivial element of K(S) is infinitely divisible by any prime q £ S.

We had hoped to use similar divisibility criteria in Theorem 6 to distinguish the

point-stabilizers while only introducing a single prime p into them (that is, making

them all p-groups (but not periodic ones) for the same prime p). However, there are

combinatorial difficulties in doing this which we will address at a later date as well

as the problem of keeping the permutation skeletons fixed (which could be done for

special e.c. groups G if divisibilities could be used to distinguish the point-stabi-

lizers).

The preceding theorems can be strengthened by allowing certain infinite maps /

of orbits of f.g. subgroups A c G to be induced by elements of CC(A) as in the

definition of relative homogeneity. In an e.c. group this is particularly appropriate
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because we can arrange for elements of G to induce arbitrary relatively enumerable

maps of regular orbits (and the same idea is used to complicate the permutation

skeletons in Theorem (6.0)). We will state this result for Theorem 1*. These matters

will be pursued in a sequel to this paper where the Ziegler-Shelah construction [12]

can also be brought into the picture.

Theorem 1**. In Theorem 1* all the representations rß: G -» Sym(w) can be made

regularly homogeneous and endowed with the following "relative enumeration homo-

geneity " property. Suppose K c G is f. g. and {x,) ç. K, { y,} Q K are sequences

which are enumeration reducible to the set of all relations holding in some f.g. subgroup

M c G (with respect to some finite set of generators of M D K) and such that for all

i,j ^ 1 we have Hx¡ = Hxj iff Hy¡ = Hy} where H c G is a point stabilizer under rß.

Letting rß(H) be the point-stabilizer of p G «, there exists t G G such that for all

j > 1 we have

(nhß{Xj)Tß(t) = iti)Tß{yj),    that is,    Xjtyj-1 G H.

The point-stabilizers H also satisfy property (iii) of Theorem 5 for subgroups A c B

having solvable word problems; in fact we can arrange that CC(A) = (<p(B) \<p as in

(iii) of Theorem 5).

(For a discussion of enumeration reducibihty in e.c. groups see [6].) Note that the

"relative enumeration homogeneity" property implies high transitivity since every

finite subset of G is ipso facto recursively enumerable.

The weakening of condition (iii) of Theorem 5 to subgroups with solvable word

problem seems unavoidable; however, the final property given in Theorem 1**

shows that the subgroups B of Theorem 5(iii) can be "deeply embedded" into G,

thus giving considerably more force to the regular homogeneity property.

It also turns out that the method of proving Lemma 5 establishes homogeneity of

many irregular orbits as well, but this is best left to be discussed after the proof.

Proof of Lemma 5. We will use the

Sublemma. Suppose H a G are groups and HxxA,..., HxnA and HyxA,..., HynA

are regular orbits of a subgroup A a G acting on the right cosets of H, that is,

zAz'1 n H = 1 (z = Xj, y¡, 1 <7 < n). Further assume that x,,..., x„ are distinct

(H, A)-double coset representatives and similarly for yx,..., yn. Let K = (G, t : t~lat =

a (a G A)) be the HNN extension and qj = Xjty^. Then F = (qx) * • • • * (qn) is a

free group, H * F c K, and (H * F) n G = H.

Proof. Let w g H*(qx)* ••• *(q„) (the abstract free product) be a reduced

word. We will show that w =7 1 in K. This will hold by Britton's Lemma provided

that no portion of w has the form tct~l or t~Lct with c G A. To check this we

examine sequential occurrences of / in segments of the form a = qfqj and q'zq*

where e8 = -1 and 1 # z G H. In the first type of segment we have / ¥= j since

e = -8 and w is freely reduced. So a = xit(yr1yJ)t'lxJl or y/r"1(x/"1jc,)/yy*1 and

these segments are /^-reduced since the {x,} and ( y,} belong to distinct left cosets

of A. In the second type we have o = xjt{yrlzyj)t~1xjí or yit~1(x~1zxj)tyj~1 where
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l#zei/ and possibly i =j. If /' ¥= j, then y,'1zyj g A would imply i/y-^ = Hy¡A

contrary to y, and yy belonging to distinct double cosets by hypothesis. If i = j, then

y,'lzyi <£ A because y(-/4y,_1 n // = 1 by our regularity hypothesis.

Since we have shown that no stable letter reductions can occur in the freely

reduced word w, the final conclusion that (H* F) D G = H also follows from

Britton's Lemma.    D

We need to show how the group G (player # 2) can use the above Sublemma on

its plays to build the regular homogeneity property into H = ö{Hn | n > 1}. Sup-

pose that Kn D Hn has been chosen and let / be an arbitrary permutation

isomorphism among finitely many regular orbits KnXjA, KnyjA (1 <y < m) of the

same f.g. subgroup A c G on right cosets of Kn. Thus, let us suppose that

f(Knxja) = KnyJfJ(a) where a,fj(a)^A. (We assume that the {KnXjA) are

distinct double cosets and similarly for the {KnyjA) (1 <y < m).) We first observe

that every f.: A -* A must be equivalent to a left-translation since it centralizes the

right regular action of A, that is, for all a, c g A we have Knyjfj(a)c = Knyjfj(ac).

So, putting f.(l) = bj we have f(KnXjO) = Knyjbjü (a, bj g A, 1 ^j < m). Thus,

without loss of generality we can redefine each y7 to be yjbj and we then have

f(K„Xja) = K„yja       {a G A, 1 < j < m)

is an arbitrary permutation isomorphism of finitely many regular A -orbits on right

cosets of Kn.

We will use the Sublemma to obtain a f.g. subgroup Hn+X d Kn with Hn+X c G

such that there exists t g Cc(A) such that for all 1 <y < m we have Hn+xXji =

HII + lyr that is, the element t satisfies the relative homogeneity property with respect

to the map / on the A -orbits corresponding to right cosets of Hn+X. We need also to

check that t and Hn+X can be chosen to meet all the additional requirements of the

game.

Put Q = (K„, A, B,., Xj, y.|l <y < m, 1 < i < k) c G where the B, are the

conjugate subgroups corresponding to the regular orbits on our list (which intersect

Kn trivially). According to the Sublemma we form the HNN extension K = (Q,t:

t~xat = a (a G A)). We will pick an element i G G which satisfies (over Q) the

relations of K (since A is f.g.) as well as some recursively enumerable set of

equations, inequations, and equational implications which t satisfies in K and which

we are free to specify as we please. We will then define q] = xify,-1 and Hn+1 =

(Kn,qx,...,qm) c G. Then, clearly, the element i will induce the required permuta-

tion map / on the cosets Hn+xXjA (1 < j < m).

The conditions t must satisfy are as follows.

(I) Hn+X must intersect trivally with finitely many f.g. subgroups of G having

solvable word problems (the conjugate subgroups corresponding to the regular orbits

on our list) given that each of these subgroups intersects Kn trivially.

(II) If Kn has a solvable word problem, then the subgroups in condition (I) need

not have solvable word problems and Hn +, = Kn * (qx) * - - - * (qn) c G where the

q- have infinite order.
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(III) Condition (iii) in Lemma 5 is satisfied.

For (I), since each subgroup B, intersects Kn*(qx)* ••■ *{qm) = Kn* F c K

trivially (by the Sublemma) we can form an HNN extension of K with stable letter t

which centralizes Kn * F but such that T~1br + b for all 1 ¥= b g B¡ (1 < i < A;).

Since each Bt has a solvable word problem we can enumerate all such inequations

and so satisfy them with some f g G (which also centralizes Hn + X = (Kn, F)), thus

guaranteeing that B¡ n Hn+X = 1. Condition (II) is satisfied similarly by observing

that Kn * F has a solvable word problem if Kn does. Thus we can arrange that

Kn* F = Kn * (q„)* ■ ■ ■ * (qm) = Hn + X. In the above argument we form a multiple

HNN extension of K in which we have stable letters rx,...,Tk where r¡ centralized

Bj but T~1hri =*= h for all 1 ¥= h G Hn+X = Kn* F and we make t, g G satisfy these

inequations also. To satisfy (III) in Hn+X = (Kn, F) we use imphcations of the form

wp = I ~* w = 1. By choosing t so that every such condition is satisfied for all

w g Hn + X and every prime p not involved in Kn (since they are all satisfied in

Kn* F c K) condition (iii) of Lemma 5 follows.

Now to prove Lemma 5 we observe that in choosing the mappings / at each play

of the game we can arrange to consider every f.g. A a G and every possible

sequence xx,..., xm, yx,..., ym e. G at some step. (Of course, many of these might

not be regular orbits relative to Kn and so will be discarded.) However, defining

H = U{ Hn | n > 1}, this process obviously guarantees that G has the regular homo-

geneity property on the right cosets of H as required.

It remains to see how the Addendum cases B and C can be satisfied. In case B

this is done by listing all f.g. subgroups Px,...,Pn,... of G and by choosing Kn and

Hn+X so that we have for all 1 </ < n, Pj n Kn = Pj n Hn+X = P, n Hn. We can

do this because Hn is decidable in Kn and since Hn+X = Kn* F, Kn is also

decidable in Hn + 1. Hence we can arrange using a recursive set of inequations and

equations that no element of Kn - Hn or Hn+X — Kn lies in any P- (1 <y < n) by

obtaining an element of G which centralizes P. but does not centralize any member

of the above difference sets.

For the proof of Addendum C we need to consider the proof of the Sublemma

and the use we have made of it. We can assume that for every relation y £ K„xxB

U ■ • • UKnXjB on our (finite) list we have y, x,,..., Xj G Q and B c Q (where

Q = the base group of the HNN extension K) since we can take Q c G to be as

large as we please. Suppose that y g (Kn * F)x¡B for some 1 < i <y, say y = wx¡b

with w g Kn * F, b g B. If the stable letter t occurs in w, then we have a

contradiction since x¡b G Q cannot cancel it. Thus w g Kn contrary to our hypothe-

sis. Thus in choosing / G G we can also satisfy the recursively enumerable set of

inequations y € U{(A^„, F)xjB\l < / <j) for each of the above relations on our

list, as desired since Hn+X = (Kn, F). (Notice that no recursiveness assumption on

Kn was made here.)   D

Remarks. (1) If a certain orbit-map / is built into the action of some t g G at

some step (relative to Hn4_x at that step) then i induces the same mapping on cosets

of H, even though the orbits HxjA and HyjA might not be regular (although KnXjA

and  Kny•A were regular). Thus the proof exhibits the possibility of obtaining
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relative homogeneity for many maps of irregular orbits, although it is not clear how

systematically this could be done.

(2) The finite .4-maps / built in at each step could be extended to any A -maps of

regular orbits f(K„Xj) - K„yj of A such that the sequence (xy, y7) is enumeration

reducible to the set of all relations holding in some f.g. subgroup of G (in particular

{Xj, y/\j>- 1} is contained in a f.g. subgroup of G) and such that Knx¡A = KnXjA

iff KHy,A = KnyjA.

Proof of Theorem 5. The representation /: G -* Sym(«) will be obtained by

using Lemma 5 to construct an embedding h:K -* G such that the regular represen-

tation of G on h(K) has the properties required of («,/(G)). We first ignore the

requirement (ii) that the permutational skeletons be the same (regardless of K ) and

subsequently show how to fix the skeleton by making it universal.

At the Hth step we have a f.g. P„ c K and an embedding h„: Fn -* G such that

"„{F«) = H„. Thus Hn is a f.g. free group and so by Addendum A of Lemma 5 there

is no restriction on the f.g. subgroups Aj which occur on the list of orbits {HnXjAj}

(except that x.AjXj1 n Hn = 1). At this step we can extend this list as we please and

choose a f.g. subgroup G 3 Knr> Hn such that K„ = Hn* L where L is f.g. and free

and XjAjXj1 n K„ = 1 for every orbit on our list. (We will later use this freedom to

enrich the permutational skeleton to make it universal.) By our hypothesis on K we

can extend hn:Fn-* G to h*:F„* -* G where F* = F„* M where h*(M) = L, so

that h*{F*) = Kn. Since Kn is free we have by Lemma 5 that Hn+X = Kn* F

where F is f.g. and free. So, as above, we obtain a f.g. F„+1 c K and an embedding

h„+x -* G which extends h* and such that hn+x{F„+x) = Hn+X and so the construc-

tion continues.

To guarantee that K = H = U{ H„ \ n > 1} we must have K = U{ F„\ n > 1}. This

can be guaranteed by our choices of Kn D Hn for odd values of n by choosing some

f.g. K 3 Kn 3 Fn. We can use Kn in place of F* above (even though Fn might not

be a free factor of Kn) and obtain h*: Kn -* G and K„ = h*(Kn) as before. We can

arrange that x¡A¡x~A n Kn = 1 for every orbit on our list by the same argument

used in the proof of Lemma 5 since Kn (the group we are embedding into G over

Hn) has a solvable word problem since it is free. We choose the Kn so that

K = (Z){Kn\nodd).

To satisfy (iii) we merely need to enlarge our list of regular orbits in an

appropriate way. This means that every pair A c B c G of f.g. subgroups is

considered at some play. If A n H„ = 1 we add HnA to our list as well as some

orbit HnB where B is an isomorphic copy of B over A (that is, ä = a (a g A)) such

that B C\Hn = 1. (Such a B exists, as usual, because Hn has a solvable word

problem.) Thus B O H = 1 and (iii) will be satisfied.

To complete the proof of Theorem 5 we now only need to show how to use our

choices for Kn = Hn*L at even values of n to guarantee that sk(G:H)= the

permutational skeleton of G acting on the right cosets of H = (J{Hn\n > 1} = K

will always be the same. This is accomplished by observing that the .4-orbit HxA is

permutationally ,4-isomorphic to the regular action of xAx'1 on the right cosets of

xAx'1 n H since for all a g A we have Hxa = Hx iff xax"1 G H iff

(xAx'1 n H)xax~l = xAx'1 n H.
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Now suppose A c G is f.g.. By Addendum B to Lemma 5 (which applies to this

proof since every Kn and Hn are f.g. free groups implying that Hn is decidable in Kn

[16, 2.21]) we have A n H = A n Hn for some n > 1. Thus every orbit HxA in

sk(G : H) is permutationally ^-isomorphic to the regular action of A on A C\ Hn for

some f.g. icG and some n > 1. In view of this we claim that we can always make

sk(G : H) the same by satisfying

If F c G is f.g. and free and A c G is f.g., then for all m > 1

, . there   exist   distinct   (#, ^)-double   coset   representatives

^ ' xx,...,xm such that for all 1 < j < m we have XjAxJ1 n //"

= Xj(A n P)x;1.

The proof that (*) guarantees the uniqueness of sk(G:H) is that every orbit in

sk(G : H) is isomorphic to one of the forms given in (*), namely where F = Hn for

some n by the foregoing remarks. (Note that the /1-orbit HxjA in (*) is /1-isomor-

phic to the action of A on A n F.) But (*) guarantees that every such ^4-orbit occurs

(/1-isomorphically) infinitely many times in sk(G:H). Hence (*) implies that

sk(G : H) depends only on the group-theoretic skeleton of G, as desired.

Proof of (*). Given Hn, A, F a G and m ^ 1 as in (*) we will construct Kn so

that the distinct orbits KnXjA (1 ^j < m) are built into sk(G:H) at this step. We

will arrange that Kn n XjAxj1 = H n XjAxJ1 for these orbits at subsequent steps

as in Addendum B of Lemma 5—namely by adding these conjugate subgroups to

our list {Pj} of f.g. subgroups whose intersections with H are to be kept fixed at all

subsequent steps.

We obtain xx,...,xm as follows. We first claim that there exist copies Ax,..., Am

c G of A and copies Fx,..., Fm c G of F and tlt..., tm e G such that, for all

1 < j < m, we have tjAtJ1 = Aj, tjFtj1 = Fj, and tj(A n F)tjl = Aj n F} = Aj n

Kn where Kn - Hn*Fx* ■ ■ ■ *Fm c G. This is done inductively. For example to

obtain (Fx,Ax,tx) we need to guarantee that Hn*txFt{1 c G and [(Hn*txFt[x) -

txFtx'ï] n i^/f1 = 0. This is possible in G since these relations are satisfied in

(Hn,F, A)*(tx) and they form a recursive set since Hn and P are both free. (To

satisfy the intersection property we adjoin an element which centralizes txAtxx but

not any element in the above recursive difference set.) We then obtain t2 by

replacing Hn by Hn * Fx in the above argument and so on.

To satisfy (*) we will define Xj = tjCj where c7 g CC((F, A)) is chosen ap-

propriately. To guarantee that xv...,xm he in distinct (H, /l)-double cosets we

must have x +, £ HxxA U • • ■ UHxjA for all 1 <y < m. At the present step we

can obviously arrange that xJ+x £ (Kn, A,xx,..., Xj) 3 KnxxA U • • • UKnXjA by

choosing Cj g CG((F, A)) to lie outside of a suitable f.g. subgroup of G. However, at

subsequent steps we cannot hope to show that x+1 £ (.8TB, .4, xx,..., x¡) implies

x+1 £ {Hn+l, A,xx,...,x7) because stable letter reductions might occur in the

HNN extension used at this step. So at such steps we must use Addendum C of

Lemma 5 to obtain xj+x £ Hn+xxxA U ■ • • UHn+xXjA from the inductive hypothe-

sis that xJ+x £ KnxxA u • • • UKnXjA. Thus at all subsequent steps in which Hp+X

is obtained from K (p ^ w) we will have accumulated finitely many such relations

to satisfy in accordance with Addendum C.
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Now we need to observe that we can also preserve finitely many such relations

when we construct Kp 3 Hp. Thus, assuming inductively that the relation

( + ) xJ + x^HpxxAU ...UHpXjA

is satisfied, we must examine the requirements placed on our choice of K in this

proof to observe that the condition xj+x € K xxA U • • • UK XjA (and finitely

many others like it) can be satisfied. We first consider odd steps p. Here the

construction of Kp c G takes place by mirroring in G (via a homomorphism <p)

relations which hold in some multiple HNN extension N of the group P = Kp* H Q

where Q c G is a certain f.g. subgroup (which can be taken as large as we like). In

this construction we have <p(Kp) = Kp and <p(ß) = Q where <p: TV -» G is a

homomorphism which we can take to preserve any recursively enumerable set of

equations, inequations, and positive implications in P (and in N). So assuming that

x,,..., X:+x g Q and A c Q (as we may) it follows from ( + ) that in P we have

Xj+X £ KpxxA U • ■ • uKpXjA. Hence we can add this recursively enumerable set of

inequations to those being satisfied in (Kp,Q) = q>((Kp,Q)). At even steps p the

argument is the same, except that we are mirroring relations in a multiple HNN

extension of a group of the form Q *(t) and we have K = cp(Hp*t'1Ft) where

F c Q. (Actually this procedure is done finitely many times to obtain K .) Since

Q* t~lFt = (Hp*t'lFt) * H Q c Q*(t) our conclusions in this case are the same.

Thus each of our relations xJ+x £ HpxxA u • • • UHpXjA will be satisfied for all

p > « which establishes (*) and Theorem 5.   D

Proof of Theorem 6. This proof is accomplished using Lemma 5 rather more

easily than that of Theorem 5. In particular none of the Addenda are needed and we

need not pay attention to recursiveness. Thus Kn and Hn will not have solvable

word problems because of the kernels which must be adjoined to make H a

canonical subgroup.

We will define Kn = NHn where N is a kernel of the type we need to adjoin to

obtain a canonical subgroup suitable for use in the Spectrum Lemma as in the proof

of Theorem 1. We recall that N is obtained from a group of the form W = Z *wr

(A, J) = (f,J) where A c J c G are f.g. by choosing t g G to mirror certain

relations satisfied by / G W and then putting N = tJ. (We will arrange to use every

prime p G tr at some step and no other primes.) These conditions guarantee that

NJ 3 NHn = Kn will be a semidirect product. Here we can assume inductively that

Hn is the point-stabilizer at this step in the construction of a canonical representa-

tion of a tree-limit system with archetype G. At this step we are free to make N = tJ

satisfy any other recursively enumerable set of relations satisfied in W and to embed

NJ into G over J in any way we please. Here we need to do two things. We will

make N a p-group by adding all relations wp = 1 where w g tJ since W satisfies

these and we will embed NJ into G over / in such a way that WH„ = Kn will satisfy

condition (2) of Lemma 5. This is possible since N (~) J = I and the subgroups

involved in condition (2) have solvable word problems and intersect Hn trivially.

Since only finitely many primes will be involved in Kn the group Kn 3 Hn will be

chosen to involve only these primes also and H = U{ Hn | n > 1} will be a canonical

subgroup of the type desired.   D
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Added in Proof. The material in §6 and its extensions (some of which we have

not mentioned here) is being supported by NSF Grant DMS-8701009. Many of

these will be presented in the forthcoming paper Highly transitive Jordan representa-

tions of groups now in preparation.
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